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Our notes for working and living represent our efforts to develop a radical methodology for examining this society, and
our own observations and recommendations when we apply this methodology to various aspects of the capitalist
system.
We are only a small group, and have put out these first three volumes in a hope to engage in some critical debate and
to further the revolutionary cause. Communist Headache does not exist as some formal organisation. If we manage to
stir some revolutionaries from their various slumbers then we will consider this intial stage as successful. Needless to
say we offer no blueprints and our analyses are far from flawless.
Contrary to unpopular disbelief the last issue of Headache was not the final one. It only achieved to take threads of
ideas and contradictions and offer less ideas and more contradictions. Oh yeah, it also lost me all my friends. Never
mind. The documents in this issue offer little new in terms of a theoretical progression, though taken as a whole the
issue could possibly provide some scope for considering workplace struggle. I have been putting my energies into a
new project that is more immediately engaged with the cultural environment (thus it has a different sales pitch etc).
For those interested it is available for £3 + LI postage from my NEW P0 Box. In terms of Headache and my
wranglings with marxism, revolutionary character armour, class struggle, psychological malnourishment, etc. then I will
be relaunching a second series next year In the meantime (if anyone's listening?) I appreciate discussion, debate or
insults from any articles printed in Headaches 1-5.
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c/a AIX
P0 Box 298
Sheffield
S10 1VU
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banality of work then why didn't they
say so in the first place? Maybe some
of our autonomist readers could
provide a commentary on the
article...
The article 'Easy Listening For The
Hard Of Hearing! was written on
request for a library workers journal,

What follows are various documents
discussing the idea of work. Due to
the fact that the working class come
into 'being' around the workplace,
then so does class theory and
ideology become centred around the
workplace - though it is necessary to
go well back into the marxist project
to examine this situation in terms of
its genealogy and opposition (see my
brief attempt in Communist
Headache 01). The idea of work,
workplace struggle, workplace
misery, true community and
creativity etc form an axis for the
material printed so far in Headaches
#1-4 - these further essays and
reprints help to focus the questions
without focusing on a particular
answer. I am just searching for
possibilities and perhaps previously
unseen ways of pushing our struggle
forwards - ways of looking at the
physical and mental working
environments from a working class
point of view.
The fictional piece Never Work
Ever' is really just a set of
contradictions pulled to their limits in
the realm of fiction. Unfortunately
the backbone of the story was based
upon a true event, and this backbone
reflects a current problem within the
struggle against the Job Seekers
Allowance - ie how to deal with
particularly malignant elements of
the benefits staff. This problem is
returned to later.
From the point of view of including a
work of fiction as a tool for class
struggle it is convenient to discuss
the article on Bukowski. Here is one
of the best, accessible and humorous
writers who reflect upon the working
class condition - both the physical
factory floor and the mental mindset
of 'proletarianisation'. The reprinted
article on Bukowski is also useful
because it suggests a short cut to
gaining the knowledge of (Negri-ist)
Autonomist theory.. I mean, if Marx
Beyond Marx' was just about the

so maybe this puts it in a better
context. The general theme was to
show how our work could relate to a
future communist society in terms of
giving us the willpower to do things
for ourselves in a way that is
meaningful and under our control.
Obviously such a tactic is limited on
its own (it can end up advocating
socially useful production as a
revolutionary process) but it is useful
to contrast it to the syndicalist
approach (eg a recent call for a 4hour work day, what I want is a 24hour work day!).

tool (le marxist economic theory)
and applying it in isolation.
There are a couple more things to be
mentioned. I received the 'Industrial'
section of a Tactics and Strategies'
discussion document circulated by an
anarchist group. Some of the ideas
seemed to acknowledge (and attempt
to transgress) the limitations that
were brought up in the last issue of
Headache ('Wage Demands...'
article). It bases a discussion on the
grounds that work is exploitation and
exploitation produces misery - and so
tactics and roles for revolutionaries
are countered with discussion on the
moods, natures and relationships that
are fostered in a place where people
are exploited. Thus it tackles
syndicalism and unionism from a
slightly different angle the idea of
workplace resistance groups is
floated around such that we need to
be clear what 'anti-union' actually
means. Just because it is against
something negative does not mean it
is necessarily positive - that more we
think in terms of consciously not
calling ourselves a union the more
we frame the dynamics of struggle at
work in terms of how a union would
see it. This demands that we take a
step back, and talk of a need to

The reprints from Processed World
Magazine are things that 1 have been
flying to get into circulation for some
time. Processed World doesn't get
much circulation because it can
appear hip and expensive, and indeed
certain issues tend to be clustered
around a theme and so can attract a
lot of 'filler' articles. The 3 articles I
reprint are all worth reading, though
a critique of them would be
necessary - 1 am not going to do this
now as I am compiling this volume
with a broken leg and a broken foot
and deep arguments about the
reformist nature of Gorzian ideology
is the least of my worries! Of course
C larger critique of the whole
Processed -World project exists
courtesy of Bob Black, but the
volume of insults this has generated

Some of these pressing problems
have been brought to a head with the
struggle against the iSA. The
implementation of '3 Strikes and
Your Out' has been accused of
dividing workers, while the workers
union, the CPSA, has framed its
contribution to the struggle by

is typical of large parts of the North
American anarchist milieu with its
tendency to delve into topics like
transgenerational sex, breakdown of

arguing for more screens to protect
'workers' from psychotic 'claimants'.
The media has escalated possible
unity by saying that all dole offices

monogamy, spiritual correctness, etc.

are having JSA celebratory parties
(when what happened was that funds
were given for this), and there has
also been evidence of staff being
randomly photographed by what has

The final reprint is an article
submitted to me by a member of
Bristol Marxist Forum who had read
my article How The Other Half
Lives' in CH43. I am printing it
because it is a useful article written
in an upfront and humorous style. It
doesn't pretend to have the perfect
answer, and perhaps all we can gain
from it is that we must be careful
when taking a particular analytical

communicate and instigate collective
reappropriation of time and resources
are always good points to develop.

been assumed to be saboteurs. Yes,
there are malicious workers in the
Benefits Agency who victimise
claimants, and they need to be given
all they deserve by fellow staff and
outsiders. At best their activity
amounts to little more than securing
a better position in a new regime.

WORK, REFUSAL OF WORK
AND THE JOB IN POST OFFICE
AND FACTOTUM
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Covarnmen t emploYees. those engaged in reCall l ed wh,op
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tinued mafng progress into the 193cc and through the early
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days of Booseveirs New neal, But with Roosevelt's opting for full
e'nploymen, or at least increased employment. chat had liven

aulti assenth,ly'lino worker or Bukotvski's postal r.le,rk—and there
iv nrc wildcat spikes
kas in hot h intend .. ea at the ansI of lu, so

ntenl had often been connected with writing synipatlietic to leftist
poll The socialist sv riters of the In. I, of the cell ton, dealt with

a real movement towards reduced work was defeated,

work as their treatment of it formed part of an engagemt
en on
behalf of the working class. Novels such as Upton Sinclair's The

The sharp fall in hours worked per week that took place in
the first quarter of the 20th century was due to a factor unique

Jungje 118071. Jack London's The Into Heel t18O] and Martin
Eden 1909) and his sutobioeraohv. John .,Its--110131. and
Theodore Dresser's Sister .,(I10001 and An Anlericars Tragedy toZsl provide vivid images of work but the focus is never

Gabnel Kolko has wntteit -

en eively or n ens ively as Bo row
tv

TI, e salient chart cteristic

If Bukowsk?s first two novels is titeir Focus on work, Indeed,
Bowskrs
uk
outstanding achievement is his depiction of work.
most notably in Post oCt oorprp.rd Factorttm lI97I. Moreover,
the Ia ncr nsa rk as It, riling-point in iii real nsent 01 work in the
A mel-ic tn novel.

has to he done As or back as the middle of the

poll centttry there had been

a niovatnent in the United Statea to reduce the working day in
response to the increased intensity of work in industrializing
capitalism, to take at least some of the beoeh'it of increased American technological efficien in the fonts of shorter hours. as well

work per se Later. Jack
rovs
co.hen
r isinherited 19331 is moving 0 its depiction of exploited workers and the unemployed
ring duo 1.'h, stages of tlte Depression. But it is a rendens'
roman I the reader refills stove] progressing tocards an overtly
political resolution and the heros ioining the Communist Party
as an orgctn,zer the 000versiort ending, seems somewhat pat.
Robert Catitwells The Land of Nome is an impressive novel but
lstises
fit
.am on a strike, a moment of no work, as does Jolt n Ste in "coke set Icr known In recore. Salt le perhe pa .,,.aid Ca rl.
bergs radiation Dogs 119301 comes c]osest in mood to Faclottsm,
hoc work is not the primary focus- Hantey Swsdo& novelistic

and the beginning of the lS?Osl whr,re a reexaminatinti of traditonaL Anies'ican values with respect to work could be undertaken.
'ork and bu r dock ethicy' fbal had been positively valorized
in Franklin, Alger and others, were now undergoing an agonis'
ing reappraital . a

to Antetican capitalism: its intensive mechanization, The hisiodan

A futsdaioenta I shift in the Left's attitude to work also took
place. 'The tncreaaing influence of starts Grtsndrisse contain'

there is no question that Macrican capitalism developed
within the context of a quite distinctive iechcmtov unlike that
of Western Es.tn1pe, and lasts in turn both created and built
upon ano less diverse and oniqoe orl±,g ctaas. Capital- and
technoiogy'intensive 10 an unprecedented degree, American
Indus to, created a rhvthes of life and an cx tracrd itt a rilv die.
cipilned and ountbmg division of labor which site possible
shegher attadard of his-mg even at it
deanded
m
more exh
aust'
ing and altenaha g labor - - - Until iS 59 pita I in'esitnent was
geared. unprecedentetia- to utilizing tacfuoto*ai innovations
Co replace a her, and the mention. worked as a ratio of
nsanulacturi isg Output fell by Insoat one-half hetwe ass Otto
and 1519.
r15

ing his economic tnanuscripts of 1517-58 and notebook exiracit
from 5850-5I, but first published in IdI and not published in
English until 1973) was an important factor an this New Lefi aoaly.
ais of the role of work in hate capitalism. Marx had writ tess;
are to the degree itiat large in dtcatrv develops. t}te 'real ion
Of real wealth tom as to dcpe1sd lesson labor lime and on the
amount of Isbor employed than en the power of the agencies
set in motion doring labor-time. - . . Labor no longer apfaes
to much to he included wtthin lie production proceas. - . As
soon as Isbor in the direct corn, lie. ceased lobe the greal wattspring or sea It h. labor time ceases and must cease to be its
nsa sure, and Iseetce eachangsvatue .. e use 'aloe, 17114-7055
One of the most inlloential New Left resnslyses of die role of

collection of stories, On the Lhie ( 19571, though marked in the

This 'unique working class'produced a unique worker- One

ala en bower S Os for its interest in work— sped lice i1y alienated

Of the first to describe this Fordizedi worker was Antonio

assembly-line work—and remarkable for hal alone, also evades

Gramsci, Commenting on Frederick Taylorc methods of scien- -

important issues and cods 'gsa mild apotheosis of the union. This

tific management, he wrote:

briefsumm@ridoesnol.ol course, do justice to be nssny ,neri.
can tao vols writ Len in this century that do treat work is' some
rastston.
Btskoscski however whi:e not conedouslv a proletarian or
etsgaged novelist, has yet managed to do more towards fuifilliatg
leftist theory as concerns the role of the novelist in bourgeois
aocietv than have more committed novelists. dispell1ingl' in the
words of angels well-known letter to Minna Kautsky about such

Taylor i5 in fact expreaaaig iith brutal cnsicism the purpose
mertcao accie tv—developing is, the we rker to die higileal
Aegree automatic and mechanical aititudes. fleece up the
old pavcho'phveical tiesus aiquahhied pcofesslonai work. vhiUi
demands a Carla In scilve p.riicipation of in teiitgence. fantasy
andislitissive on the part of the worker, and maturing procluctive operations ea elusively to the mechanical, physical aspect 3o2i

fiction. the donunarsc conventional illusions concerning rosfl re

I. order to produce and maintain such a worker his life as a

lations, He has done this by changing the focus of the discus-

whole had to he controlled, by "preserving outside of work, a
certain psycho-phvsinloglcal equilibrium which prevents the phvs-

fro the
he a.-of the century ILL
sion- here t,se the from
the togas rotting such subject metier were often Vendor novelb,
tho content was openly linked £0 a p01 ittca I tendency, rangi tig
froni Cot truv 's Ma 'at st-Len lilt It Co itt 01 us,isstt to S seed os leftlihera Iisns. Vet Dukow ski uncom 01 ttted and 'apo I itico P as he was,
depicted alienated labor and sketched a mode of working-class
resiatanca in ways having 'ouch in common with contemporane.
ona now I -'sit analyses. l'staI (iOk-e nod raclostsni nprcswtt List isispot-lanI t;Iia,tge at

of the Geundrfsse—was
Herbert Marcuse's, undertaken in such books as Eros and Cropswork—and iasfluettced by the publication

zalfon 119551, One'Dfrriensionsl afar (19641 and In Essay On turn, atson (19501. In Eros and Cis'flizsron tarcuse elarated a reading
or ... d refinanced by the Frankfurt School's or ... irL cultural
critit1ue, In post-resolutionarv capitalism domination seas main'
tamed through tlse
specific reality prmciple 'air has governed he on ns and the
growth or lila dvsli'za Cion. We desivale it as perfonss ante principle in order to emphasize that undtr its nile siety is stratified actording to the coittpetitis-e economic per forr,t a ices of
its meal hers.
i4ott
Marcu to is not Ien ticizing class society: he is pointing ou
what he kines as the i rca tionali Cy of .x situa U on that wh,i e 011cc

iolocal collapse of the worker, exhausted hr the netv method

necessai-,, is no longer an The freeitsg up of mans Ill, idina I else
gy. its I ihe"a
Io's
t ft osn he "commit en Its, rains s or the wit rkdav,
vii iota sttoul st have fol iusved upon he lessen istg need for I,,,

of produetion 13031This meant that drinking and wonlantritig had to he conh-oIled- In fact. Grarosci saw Prohibition resulting from the need

alienated labor, has not occurred: the domination originally

for the men at, and not as an aspect of the puritan strain in
America civilization. About womanizing no wrote Si tome length,

necessarv—1,ased ott an economy of scarcity—has retnaitied as
that condition or scarcity is tpotentiailv) no more. The principle
wItch 'ad mat In wtw.in,1 n ecussolny ctf trot-City In sttgh!y Sea k.
in g; ,, tlie ha 'tier you cv ta rk, the more you gel 1 nit lotiger nta kes

'he cuntent—tl,e jolts—or "Iran tht-ee decades and svitltttut tisis

- %voi,iaois iii dciii ands too murk man, The new iytie of
worker will be a repetition, in a different form - .1 peasaitl
iI the silts gsa- tie rsia uve stability of aesu a] unions among
usepeasants is closely [hiked to the sEeni of work of the nsuntry- The peasant who cstun's borne in the eveniog after a Lane
and hard dsv', work want, the 'vtntrem fsolenl psrsbulenr.
poe of Horace. - - It seats, clear that the oesv List] ostriah'sm
wants monogamy; it ssnt. the man as worker not to squander
his nervous energies hi the disorderly and stimulating pursuit
I occasions] sexual satisfaction. The employee svho goes to
work after a night of ' excvae is no good for his work
l3flt'4551

- Litre e decades of lobs, the result migI it have been so isle thing I ike
lie writing of, for exaiiiple, Raymond Carver.

I hope to make clear in we discussion that Ot,kowsld's depiction

ciety had not only not been used to dimtnish alienated labor, hut

What is different about tisese novels is their relentlessly nega-

of the American worker corrolsorates Gramscfs explaciatton of

had been retained in order to sustain class socioties, which by

I he clepictio o of all as sects 01 WOrk and a fu ode mental qu es
I toiling of its 'Is c lultiesa- Vs its Ic p cuv iou a writers did sot gle III
wo - k, it was Ieee) as necessary. What vat wrong was lhat tile

the function of Fordist Iabor.reletions practices, which in lure
a lows us to see Bukow III depiction as poa aessing a ce n abs

their very nature would never abolish auch labor:

novels droppingwork and working-class as pet'sestce. Fbi, reflect
the ci, a LIgee that American so clew lead undergone since the
Second World Var—tlsey have as their content an Amerjcan
seorkiI tg-c lass [I'd front 1940 to I 10—and alto ti ect the ev etsts
of Il's logosand early 1010s- Both of theso focts are important:
svil}tuut the evonts ot the tegOs the n,aterinl might well have
ended up-if it lad ended up heing wrItten and ptshlishedl at
all—as sonsolhing like CO the Una On the other hand, witlitast

work e r was beittg asplo it ad -

unite,

he was being worked tots
hard, or he wasn't being paid enough, or both. hut the necessity
01 It bet work itself wa never ques ioned, This was true 01 the
early soda list not-c Is os well as of he proLetarian novellas

womanizing is never just sexual; otherwise prostitution would

lite maca- in Swatlos novel there is tIle beginning of an attitude

serve the same function- It is a convenient term for the whole

I is mos clearly presented En Bu kowski: that there is no way
such work is anythLng but degrading and as assembly-line worker

I' takes, that monogamy an Gramscrs viewl is sinted at defeating

demand(ingj too much leisure' has to be seen in a broad sense-

sociaL apparatos acc pare psoving it. It is the pursuit. and the time

is never going to he ni idiIle'c lass: In .'It, re spec i a, however.

'The crisis of the 19305, cbsely following tl,e amazing Increase

fin The Line was a last vestige of the mIlls rather than a sigts

in technotogical efficiency of the first quarter-eesltut, had
prompted a call los' shorter bout, as one means of provithng work

response, but ra tise r rellectio ns of Lsistoric eocio-eco no to ic developments taking place in the United
props
inm
tI,e
os and
9 Ttts It iso cu lot Li ,atiO n of events that had begun ea rliit C' in 'neil'

ally exercIsed by a particular group or indit-tdua] in order to
sustain and enhance Itself of a privileged posItion' 133-34}. The
core of Ma, - cus a's analysis is his critique of the persistence of

t he performance principle in a society 'share it is no longer ncvetal a society in which, in contrast to that of tranklina Autobi'
tragedy, thI novels or even Taylors steel mills, human labor
has been effectively divorced from the pmduction of wealth. Marcuse emphasized hot the increased productivity ol industrial so-

universality- What has been seen as the Ediosyncratii response
of so alcohohic' malcontent is an objective class response- It
should be niade clear tlsst Oramsors caveat about 'woniatiirin

of ......gs to co iste, "[,areas Buko ws k•si nels
ov represent an I,,,
portals Oililtige- Nor were they merely an isolated i 'dlvi dual

sense, and domination through this principle has been irration-

-

For Ihe wnrld of human freedom cannot he hull, by the
es alit is bed aicetie
is, no matter how ninth then may sI ream'
tio
their, dominion. Their class 51 ru do re and
line and ranalize
the perfeci ed controls required to sustain it, generate needs.
satisfaclions, and values which reproduce Cha servitude of the
human eslalenca This 'voiuntarr' servitude (voluntary inas'
.are as it is in, rojected io to the individualsi, which lu a, miss
the benevolent masters, can be broken only through a politIcaL cononitnient in tale Infresinacture of man, s political practice 01 mel hodlcal disengagement fro to and mora l of late
Estahhiahment, ,im[ng at a radical sianavaluatlost of valuea.'
However idealist liarcuse 's sotuilois may be esly point here is that

for a greater number of people. As noted. Roosevelt rejected this

as the first to raise for a large audience in his hooks
of the sos and sos sprung Irom a socioeconomic matrix in wltich

option, and eventually World war it pulled the American econ-

Dukowski's novela ware also embedded; flukowski's novelistic re

omy out of the flepression, The release of pent-up demand alter

sponse was tie literary cognate to social criticism like Marcsjse's,

the War led to the free the most part) flush times of tha 1950n

flue issues he

iiltough it is clear that a reevi teflon of his It mends of wo 'k
and malleable
i1e is it ion I don U t need this job. Vets, I course Its'
was iakiisg placo frtttn a variety of politicaL perseLives, ye Idoss need the johtsi; iF he All. I need then' note,
wski would
ofthe if iI,is rt'cvaltt.-stiuti .iittjesi'ntl in Iris tsccisrts of riteperic d,
emotionssititisitan to ur,tiei - inke .1 it
id, t!'eatsl,eisr of tt us
area is in and of itsn If a signs fib' osat
ucoets is
criliution. H

have written on cnt siv sos-el alariut fintltng lit!!,,,. lead,
lead, il,s'itt
and has'iiag o find thoils aga in .Chi isaski's as ion is u F ollia it alt
so d , an,etrica Ily tspposed t b ile Isv stances of hi. in, 'nettle te
5 n La gon ists Ith e Isossesi and is ti sat of III rIse I cuntl i Lion in lift,

all t ho ones yen tarkable because ti, crc was so lit". for him to
tImId Ofl in theimdi
meate past and h rcause (in part a r esult of the has to work at least s..anf site tile to ha C a humor of inrMn.,is lacki We way irs su hich [so did t coibti u Led a sissy bye.ak gruity resujis. ilie mu  olds comes from the way in which
wiLl e arliEr treatments .
his depiction of cite little grer.hairai loan" cuts acrosste
d protonPost OflTce Is a she novel and o neof IF swenglhs Is its focu:
on work. on he job, and on its effecis on We individual. Mv anal
,adof it will be sontewhat skewed because have left out thi
personal relationships tin the novel Henry hansom marries •
divorces and Fathers a cllild( and will probably make the note I
seem store a Tea,denzroman lhan it may appear to he. Vet, a.
is tLi le suggests lit, koyski lies in nttisd alt instit kit ona I cri ique
and that institution is not only the U.S. post Office in lie isse
and I coos bu F the institution of bureaucratized work it, thiS
United States. That work was sukowski's central concern be came clear with the publication of Peolo,n, four year, later
Post Office is Bukowsid's critique of lneo'lTsvlorism and Ford

ism. Though he events of the novel take place a good three
quarters of a century alter Taylor's initial studies in scientifi m
anagement, and Forty years after he publication
,
of Sci'estiifTc
Maasagemenc Bukowslsit critique centers on the worker who he
been de.sktlled and reduced to mindless repetition AU you
moved was your right ann'I and little autonomy. That such
critique is no anachronism (nor limited to fl'aditional industria
jobsl was also acknowledged by the authors of in AmeHa
(5 governmnt.
esponsored study undertaken to investigate tie ,
worrisome dissatisfaction of American workers with thei r jobsl

ttou 5 1,1 rgon iv Antwist ch orga nizat inns p rosen F their "ratiolsa ii'
Iv.' This is no app ropria to: ''profess b'nai" hands lng of tlsa
"lnter\'iew:
Unsati sri itt I. ch i nash recur ci to work at 'he St., 11015. It del
he is harassed In' lo,ls,,tne slio re1soasetlh, writes him up (or
vs no us ut frac hots,, ranging from lateness to leaving his cap eta
lop of his locker after a met,. was circulated Stating th at t II is
nurv to PonOffice prucmturn. China ski arcepts this stale
was mis
of affairs. know it Ig front nly I rt p slow,, F tswn 'liar any
was use IesC 13121 . The ptst Office affoc Ls others, too, for its .
ra
tnce.
one G.C.. who
had been a carrier, since his earl,, tweeds, and now he wss
in his Fate "Ines Iii, soice was gene tie didn't speak. He
crked.
oa
And when he treated he didn't ay
all
allti
was
neither liked nor disliked He wag jest tIters. Ills fsce had wrin'
tied .1.strange runs and so unds of unrsct(ve
att
flesh. No
lighs shone from big Fac. He was list a hard old crony who
Led done hts b: 0.01 The eyes looks like dull bits of clay
dropped into the eve set,. It was best if you didn't think
about him or look ai him .
127/41 -43)
C.G. is unfairly accused of child molestation and this begins to

Although 0 G. knew his mae upsidedown. his hands mere
atresing. He had simply stuck and many letters lii his life—even
his sentadeadetted
was Sol, revoltin& Sol met times
dosing the monsiag 5
him falser. teed stop and swsy. on
- lsltoatrance. than snap out of it and stick some more letters
I wasn't pa rticularl, food of the nab. Hta life hadn't been
brave -I, and he had tinted our to be a hunk of shit more
or less. But each time be faltered. omething tugged at A.
IF was like a faithlul horse sho lust roddo't In any more Or
an old car, lust giving it up one morning.
125344-451

nifican factor in job dissatIsfaction:
Ft should be noted that Taylor'asss and a mkptased toocep
Lion of erticience is not reatrisled to assembly I toes or . the
snulacturing sector or the economy. The sen?ics sector is
not esem pt. (where Tayloristic practice) ngidi fLea saks.
reduces the range of skills unlised by host of the octupationa.
increases routE, is stion. and ope ns the door to lob diecatitlac.
iranew
on fo generation 0f highly edurated workers.
191
Bukowtkfs novel makes it clear that that door was vide opea

Unable to box up hail
is min me,ti owing to a Fast'minute addi
lien of a Thuntile of circulars: 0.0. "pot his head down hi his

it the Post Offlce.
'the reader of Pact Ofl tee soon ma (iso_s lie unplcas ant no

snd began 0 cry soItiv 281 and lien nina up to the looker
Lure of stal work The novel't second sentence tt was Chris'
rooe
m.complete
'Th
lack of solidarity smong the workers is emmas season and I teamed from the drunk up the bill, who di!
Chaski home nor shows
net ir phasizad as nobody helps 0,0. l hough Channel
lie trick every Christmas, that hey would hire killed
even
the
least
interest
in him. And, as happens with alarming
anybody . - .' 911 311 both suggests lint sod t work can he I..
froque
nov
in
liukowsk
i's
writings
about
work, the Would
anesth
pared with die most alienated labor and that one has to
wker
or never shows up again:
It. oneself in order robe able do it. As a substilute carrier. liens
Chinaski works only when a regular worker fails to show

'P
and 'the regulars usuaftv called In sick when it rained or durir
a heatwate or the dsy after a holiday when the mail load Wi s
doubled" 110(141. The work itself is inhmssanly demanding Sr ad
made worse by the presence of a sadistic supervisor:
aybe
There were 40 or SO different roorea,
mmo
re, each
case was different, you were never able to leer,, soy or the an
you had to get your mats op and resdy before 5a.m. for the
truck dispatches, and Jenstone wOF, td take no escases. The
subs too ted theIr magazines on corners set Os svithos, t lunch.
end died in the streets. Jonstone would have us 555 rt casing
the route, 10 minutes Lareaptnning in his chair In his red
shirt—Chtoaski lake route title We'd start a Ilaltbour short
but vera soIl et pected to get them at andut
oa
ndhe back
In iime And ooce or twIce a week, already beaten, fagged
and lucked we had to make the night owns, and the sctsed'
ule on the hoard was in, possihle—rhe snack wouldn't
fast. You had to skip four or two hoses on the first 'Lots'
run and
the sass time around hay were stacked -11 mail Am you
stank, you ran with sweat lamming it into mba tacks,
10/151

-'C

.4.

t never saw 0.0. again. tiobody knew what filleted
p
to
hisn- Nor did anybody ever mention isbn again-The good guy."
The dedcated mar Knifed acroas the throat os er a handful
of circa from a tell market—Aft
I
th iFs special: a free box of a
rand name laundry -A,. with a ceupon. and any pLsrrha,a
over 53.
120/471
Towards the end of the novel the effect of the job is again
discussed. Chinaslci has no the post Office only to returns sttort
time later, this time ass clerk rather than a carrier. The change
in jobs is important because it allows Bukowski to generalize his
critique of work since the work of the postal clerk is mote purely
"mind" work than that ofthe carrier, it mey not be mental work
IF a very high order, but the task's no longer primarily physical, It is an esample of what tlareuso, in An Essev on I,'bersI,on,
called the demeleriauzation of labo,' 41) and the work, though
no longer physical. remains 'deb'lating' FIll. 'This is apparent
on the very ru-st evening of work (Chinaski works evenings):
Alter nine or ten hou, people began getting sleepy and
falling into their ease,, casthing th€ntselwes out an Jane, We
wete orlsiog sheied teaS. If a latter read zeise lsyou stuck
it to hole no. 28. it was hop ic. One bI black guy leaped up

This is clearly an unreasonable situation, and Chinaski, at a
rca sonable man, attempts to rectify it. tie realizes that such be'
havior oss the part of a Sup—don, rests on the acquiescence of
those he is do nssnatt ng. Since workers have Iii Ise his to

was a big powerful brine,

do soteelhing about the siluatiotr
Thesubs tlteerseives mail, lit ti stone possible by Ill
his in, possible orders, couldn't see how a sian ef si, rh ohs]ouscruelty could he allowed to have his position. The regts ,
Ian, didn't care, the union man wa strl hlass. so I filled i sat
thirty page report on one of my days off, -."a' omse copy
to Ions: one and took tIl s other down to the Federal nodding.

ye-4m071
As with the carrier b, there are oppressive supervtsor. And

3 wteks.
"Ma. sOsaanoNE HAS MEEJI wrnl IllS P051 OnICE Fog
30 VEAtWi
wha I ,1..s that have to In with hr
(10-I Il5E-tst
The humor in the passage comes in an from Chinaski's low'
key attitude. Terrill me novel!, it is something that retnaitss
constant In Ounaslers behavior vis'à.iiis managensent and often
results In a situation heing comic that in real lile most likely was
nor, The humor, I thInk, also reaMs freltas Chinaski's implacable

"tauk. you look 25 nolit utea on a 23 nsinuie Fray. l'hat's
all here iso it."
YouAl" It etsis r far.], tray is
tt,we 3, even 1 tlnsea as many Fe' no
icr, hen
thannot
ors.Allowtrays
A "I cork.,
grsh whit lItre c.,tl Its- 1. tray.,. I don't hether. Snnsehodv
has to atick with site tough mail ye, .1 you grn 5 ktt ow is rhat
eci, tray is two was long and r h t ii must be stork in 5,1
rn,tsutls. sot ssere noi arirk ing trays in tho......
r'matit'kilIg silo,,'
"Noon, Isis thing Ira a been lore' leslcd.'
"Maybe 0 has. t doubt tt, But if you 'te going 0 time a man.
tent judge him on one I ray, Even eabe auth sr rock out now
I" LI ten Jitdge a nun on ren Irays or a nlghc't all You
gins ass, u ca this I ith,g tss hang any hady who gcts In your
II righ t you've bad your say. chinask I. Nnsv, l'n, telling
You u stuck a 28 man ute tray. We go lay ihat. Now. if you
are caug lit on anotise r show tray '00 will be due (or An.

VANCED C0UNSELLlNGt
lOt /1801
Bulccwski is makings two points here: first, the ultimate i r ram ion'
ality of a he men
osn that is pt'esu tnatily rai ion slized l"t ttis thing has
been ttnse-testetj."}. tie problent with much performatsee eselu,,tlon is F hat anything that can he qua ntafie d (nu 0515cr of letters
sorted, a rtrclee pu I, betted, cli lot ants in t ervievedi is ffien used
I& the basis of decisions that also imply a judgment on quality
(correctness of the clerk Chj,,aski's sorting A nteill, Here, of

the a,'hisrars, nature of its use, and of what is often is real func.
lion, Is also valid. The two are related. If the system were truly
rational. i.e., constricted with a view to the costs and benefils
for hose working hit and not only for those It series, it would
not function in as 'wraaional and arbitrary ........ as it does
here, l'he arbitroriness is heightened by the "counsellors" lest
words on ihe matter which, at the ssme time, give dse lie to the
whole 'ultertew. Chinaaki is avowed his "say; i.e., ill a purely
formal bow to workplace democrac1r he's allowed to apeak,
But the counsellor 'teIlC Clsinaslsi. and that's at This Its—fttrilauies to the humor In 111. (aries "ottuntollin( and 'ADVANcED
CO t/NS CLUNG:' 'they are purely 10 rnsal te nns, just es Ut in aakia
'say' has been a purely formal one, The humor comes—once
again in Bukowski—from ahe gap between appearance and
reality.
Bukn vski't drit it tte of work is not limited to its

Shads on
ti se lob, He also wants to shot,, that its tentacles reach out in r
the life of the worker outside of week, that work serves broad

functions of social control, an in effect, 'Fo rd ism,' as 'yell as
Tay(orisns, is not dead. Gramaci had seen such behavior on he
pan of management as the expression of its need to control the
workforoe. "to elaborate a new type of man suited to the new
type of work and productive proctsC 12801.
The attempts mads by Ford. twtlh the atd of a body of tespecto,,, to ins ervene in the private Lives 0f his employees and to
ronirol how they spent the's' w aste 1 1,... they lived is an
indicstion of these tendencces. Somsone .. work, for a
wage. with used loome does not have date to dedira Ic him.
111 10 the Pu mzu it of drink or to sport or to evade the S.
At one p0mm in the 005/cl Chinstki calls an sick to spend some
titne with an o girl friend.
At that time when you called in sick the post office sent
out a nurae to spot check, to make sure youweren't night'
clubbing
"in
or sitting Ln s poker perlo r. My place seas dose to
enient for them no check up
the ce n
office, so it .......
.law salty and had been here shout n.o hour, when there
was a knock on the doo,.
tv hats that?"
'4llrighi. I whispered. 'shut op1 Takeoff those high hceis.
go into the kitchen sod do , I make a sound:
lUST A MOMENrD' C answered the knocker.
I lit a clga rette 10 no my broath. then went to the door
and opened ir a noich, It was the nurse. The sene ona she
knew ma,
isa-swell

irrational work niles:
No talking stowed Two Ia mInute breaks 1 iteme, They
wrote down Its lime when you eli and thehoe when you
came back. If you stayed 2 or II minutes, i' heard about it.
But the new was better this, at the cr5 storrt an, I thotight.
I aught get urad In it.
I never got used to ii.
14VC81

After being made to wait an hour and a ha If, he is
taken 1, to aee a Ill tie grey-haired watt with eyes like cigarette
m et, dIdn't ask meto sit dowat. we began .seresming at me
as I 5 ntered the dmtr.
"You're a wise sos, of a hush, aren't yeur
rd rather you didn't curse new sirr
"Wise son of a bitch, you're ole of hose sons of biiches
with a eocaboiary and you like to lay it amundr
he waved my papers at me. Mid screamed: ISSR. JON.
STUNS IS A This.tiANl
'Don't be shy, H&s an obstous sadist," I said.
110w long have you been in the Post Oti'lceF'

1 1, C,iit:tsi is called in Ftsr 'cotittarllirsg.' It has tsksiit hitit
lot, gc r to suit a tray of ntail t lsan tIc standard rceltci rsas:

course, even the quantifying of the task is handled clumsily.
Clsinaski's criticism is correct; and his second point, concerning

affect his performance:

when they noted list he anachronism of Taylorisro was s sig

Irs ;melt{itiois in Iseen burdsrns there are more "spslc!s of the cli
ollf am at onat as bad, suds as the inflouble ra tint, a lily" of I he
aysCl'sn, At cite pithy, to's'ertls lie end ttf Isis carlo,- as a point

Like the centers job, the work is debilitating over the long term,
too:

The bit of Ford ist labor relations is than matched] by a sin, Liar
story that Betty tells about a former boyfriend who worked for
he dotinty, after which Chinaski remarks 'tarot,, they won't let
I mati ho a tall, will they? They always want him at the seheeP'a
151/961.
Bukowekialso depicts work ss a means of exercising load
logical control. demonstrating its usefulness in 'eidootritial'ing the
citizenry and lie shows that he function of such indoctrination
he 'eictaased production, rather than a response 10 any seal threat,
Slnde the not Office was a governtnent millit 5,55 all the
a
more easily land thus all lie more cni dely) msnagsd. In this
Instance it oi appropriately enough, durIng a training sea ,
sion "he passage reflects the era of the le-the composition and
underlines the political content of Btikowskfs writing: it is hard
to imagine such a passage heing published in the lobs or even
'he early dome, A —hand Instructor Is lecturing before a large
mop rltlt covered half the moll 1:
Thor, he said. Lnok beta. That's Aisakat And there m ose
to atmost s. if they could L os across, doe,n'titr
yeah, said some brainwash job In the front row,
The itallano flipped sic map. it leaped crisply up into itself, crackling in war fury.
Then he walked 10 the rront of the eta go, pointerS his
mebber.titted pat ell at to

'711ev stthar melted or th
day in And the belly. SE win
and the same talk. Mid her
'he arms, neck, chest, esen

are!

far the lob, On weekends 1.
in weighing "'pounds. Na
moved was your right anti
1a041179t

"1 want I.E. to unsieraistid tttat we-e at t,, bolt) doss,,
LlsellEi(l!rli C svattt youCot.,idrr ant] thu FA5:lC I.ErTF.Et Vilt'
sTIt,x—rAt:li sfv:c'Nn. Mflt MiNirre, CArts jtgtua.
,cLr
I Mv. SAC! I WEtS: K —Zn Ft EX1I15 LEntil YOU SICK Be,
Vt NO S WT I BIrs 0 EFF'T fl! F. It U S5I,\ N SI Now. that's all
For today ."
4t 1761
Alt In, 'gil Post 011

CC

5 .1

first-pc raotl no.-r,i di- e and die ri LO

s_c,,
Inc
rese tivity is achieved by 511 owing the effei_'t; of the job not lust
ot, Clainaski, but on his feilosv.workers as well. isv revealiitg either
their phaicaI decay or corrretn svtoptoiits of psvchologicsl
Cccl me, as for it seir dress.

ILits sired, as usoat,(tn(Isyanitlrolle!t
I iLtt ittli
sIon-1 h-li listyand , -nIasl.Thri tniia i,tght.ltIeIa,,
toss. 11 crc
ware I Ft the at r 45 ap nsi.' fastii a unno
of the It Lni k there v.15 •1 m5n at antilog nniskti he tI,asr,s
F walked past.
at toy
- I 'll
F stoppt md itimed.
-

YE,

OiLS

1'?
felt lttit.ceot,I

ttis not lust the work it-self that is so horrLhsle lInt tiLe
of the jots dill) ugliou t life. Even when not at 'yor kJ he job is still
there, d donning p copl e and bin,., tt rel all onsi djts in a variety

satisfied are spinal cases, exceptions proving lie nile. bension,
Mo to, a carrierfromruilleal early days with the post Office
who reappears Isriefle as a supervisor, and the isimian who bands
Ill his resiwtstion forms. "a young black still well'dressed
and pleased with her surroundings, . . 'I would have gone mad
with he am
s eoh" (Slob, are mittoritv'grotip members with lower
expectations regarding work, Bukosvski is no racat and what he
suggests by such examples is that only those who suffer discrimi
nation. and are thus Ihsnkfial for any opportunity, find such work
acceptable

I remems,er

O4ue of the percietence of seasonal and attendmanagement techniques into the IBSOs and 'saD, and a depiction of the de-skling
and the tj-ansforntalion of mind.wortc into factos type labor.
Bukowslsys standpoint. in his critique, is akin to that of the labor
sociologist Hart Bravernian in its avoidance of the issue ofand!
ling consciousness. This is one reason why the political aspect
of hisas-erc has been
overlooked
pi
. in Labor
and Monopoli? Ca

W Bravertnan wrote; "No attempt will he made to deal with the
modem working class on The level of its consciousness. organi'
zation. or activities. This is a book about the working ctass as
a class i tse1 not as a class for itself.
Thin does not flea
list an hidiwdual's subjective consciousness is without value, but
rather hat its value is limited for an obj active analysis.
What is important throughout Post
?ce is that Chinaski
refu ses to ac re pt the a lienated situation as normal For all his
cvtiicitni and personal alienation. Chinaski is representative of
a new class of worker, educated and unsmiling to accept the ngid'
'r ha
re}adons thatobtained inoddeertiur, aoerica.
ills is the attitude
the ,sorker of the lSeOs and later although

or

the events he is "siting about occur in the loads and early 19505,
itt is difficu It to tell to 'chat extent such attitudes were present
in the 15505 but reniamed unexpressed in the atmosphere of
the Cold War,l it is the worker that was so troubling to the
atsihors of ari in Americe, who spoke of the "challetige prosen and by II, a a1 en a ion and dtsen cha nE ncent of blu coils
workers lxvi and who round "convincing evidence that some
blue collar workers are carrying their work frustrations home
and displacing then, in extremist social and political movetnenls
EE ii, hostility toward, the govemnienr (fbI, Bukoasskl'e critique
of the persistence of scientific management techniques Is also
significant- Scientific management had supposedly been superseded by the "Hunsara Rotational schsl in the laZos lothi
wch
the counselling' episode is an example) but Post Qf,fice shows
that this seas not the case,
While Bukowskfs crititse in Post

cflcc focused on alarge
in

bureaucraticreartionedur in Intel,, he criticized the ins
ion of work per so. In he course of the decade the novel spans
.
Henty
Chinaski holds twenty-odd jobs in New
Orleans, Los An-

ba—
geles, New York. Philadelphia. St. Louis, Miami Beach and

p Work always his reason for ill,—her, Its.tee emphasis on work enlarges mole clearly and the effect is

more powerful than in the earlier book. Still, if P051 Office was
stiU mainly shoutwork. Fac,otum ts a novel that is even more
centrally about cork a Ltd more important
work -

a boot the refu sal of

Fscto,um, in fact, is theclearest statement of sehst nliglit he
called the refu Sc I-to- work ethic, as eli a a its justification. It is
eta use of this 1usd firs F ion discussed in tiLe next settto nl chat
It marks a turning-point in the treatment of work in noveLs about
the Americali working'class The hermetic world of ;aciotuns

sansjob—he goes Co a burleeque show 'in downtown Los Angeles
where, watching a stripper perform, he 'couldn't got it up."
_Faaolunl begins with the prolagonist out ofwork, and
throughout die bik work Icgi,res as an intrusion into ones other.
wise pleasant or at least tolerabiel existence, as Ui Chlnaski's first
brush with it in We novel:

En a L:tsltt1sari.
sott nf wit tttiiigt. iVltv' Itocause. hy Inakittg tlttt ,igijre'.tis-n ahan-

C.,) chartefniot "stnalis tolarge" is 001. Buknw.cki Itos cash tite
isst to En ii tese I erots la,tratt Se It e wan Cs to sugges I ;t cun ttrciott I retwret I the editor - s looking "as i [he hacint slap t in a 'seek -

the menial juhsl" 1551.
Be fore people hase 10 las they are reti lotting life histories lnot
to mention themselves: trv tog to took a mit itious" II 511 so .ippea

a nil tiis stew spa pers second ar', p osi lion: it is latsi

hot e IsIs Ca ted nit flay work CX rterietteis io,i,?o,itftit tcay.
Pros ,t0 thai: no lowe no I lie precious losr'gradc iutis alt,
deaccibe the beater ones rady. - . - Ofeoutse. since all my pretiWa lobs 'vans low.grade I lail out the lower tow'grade,
1271
And, "I lengihested my tenure at the lobs' had previously had,
turning days into months and months into yesrc 1501, or lying
outright about thea present situation: " 'You're married? Yes.
With one chikt A boy. To'itniy, ages' ll7Ot, or ioç'edating themselves hypocaiticatly; "I had to demean myself to get that Otse—1
told them that I liked to Ihink of my lob as a second home-That
pleased them' 11021. The anxiety doesn't end with getting a job:
'The —,kwas de,and dull but she clerks were in a constant
slate of turmoil. They were worded about their jobc 1161. Nor
is such anxiety limited to the tower levels: 'l sat across from the
editor, a tasan in shirt sleeves with deep hollows under hts eyes.
He looked as if he hadn't slept (or a week" 1181. Not only is work
routins. boring and poorly paid. but there is far too couch of it;
The problem. as it was is these days during the war, was
oc-ertime. Those lit nantrot als,sys preferred to overwork a
few men conlinualli,, instead of hiring more people so every'
one might 'cork tees. You gave the tots eight hours, and he
always asked tor onre. He never sent you borne after aix hours.
for caste pie. You might have time to think.
lsvt
lThis had bean a significant part of Bukosvski's critique in Foss
Office too"It less twols'e tours a night,, ,'' lBttIiOhl.l
These are, of course, more or less obvious instances of
Bukosaski's critique, though no less telling for that. Butperhaps
even more effectit e, because so subtly expressed, sie the ways
lit which he smuggles is critique tnt o tile linguistic structure,
of the novel. Nowhere is this mol -eapparent that, in the descLip.
tioos of work aeen through Chlnaski's eves (especially when the
possibditv srtses of Chinaski doing any of that wo rk) . In hit
descriptions of People st work he creates an aura and a distance
that manage to be both humorous and meoscing. Such ptssages
strongly conuest with die coocreteness of so much of Bukowskfs
writing. Following the opening assault quoted above, chaptar 3
contilitles:
walked hack ta where he stood. Over his shoulder t could
tee a~ targe dark coons. There was a tong lame wlih teen and
dasa
sao asen standing on both sides of it. 'nsa,, had ha imniera
an
which they peundsd obiects in front of thsm. In ttae goem
the ob,nt appeared to be dams. 'flsey sntrtleit like clams I
turned and coottinoed walking doen the Street.
(131
This tleacriptlo n is sinking in the distance 1 effects 1,e t ween tit
reader and the actis'icy. work: Chinsski. looking orer a shoulder, in the gloom, to a large dark mom. 'The vagueness protluced
by the omission of the definite article in the fourth sentence sod
the uncertainty produced by appeamd and "like" combine 10
create the impreesion of a situation so routinized. dehumaniz'
log sstd just plain depressing that we feel it seoutd be too onpie asant to the narrator to have to describe it in nit, re detail.
Chinsski's dead.in.his.tracks stance further contributes to the has'

Thts aspect of the novel ends about two-thirds of the way through
the book and from that point on Ch'Ensski undergoes a gradual.
though seemingly inexorable, decline, climasetl (if liars the word)
when, at the very end of the novel—sans woman sans home.

ratlmr thaI, stttall,tr.'' cite wo,'d ce woultl expect

tvo rId % r II lien dira
e was supposed to he a otto x,sver slim ri
age there were ro or or five a pplicatl 5 for car h job, IIIleast for

presaton of immobility and impotence to whirh the spectator lies
hean reduced. A similar description occurs a few pages later,
OIL the occasion of a job interview at a newspapeL-;

Jan Meadows. with whom he lives on and off for slntost a decade.

tx,ntr.ttt

(Inc nttai ptsitil .ilatiit lit,! l,,nguage in 11th Intngrattltslttsss..c
tsn,v sulttle land petlitmL:eil Bukots -ski's seentittgh' ,,rst,ttntl,lmraietl
ptistt. is Iti t Ite penull lIt aIr, sentence Btt koss ski writ Pa "ansa

Looking for a job is also an unpleasant p!'os'istt'. "Es en dut'iLig

rLhle jobs, as opposed to lust one, reinforces the powerM desd'
end inspression that is uric of the novels great achievements. It
is not hotone happ ens to ha e a hord isle job - bIas are lie r r I ble.

crosses the country fee.coast to coast four tinies in the o,tsrse
of the novel, most of the novel takes pince in Los Angela Cltinaski
also has relationships with several women, the main one with

ttlti,rst:ilts,

itt ieratlit'r rhait stlltissralt ....lie haafs'r&tr lwtntt°tt is etlIlaIiil.sis,sl.
lit] cc co ttt p.i 'a live aspect were en i1t hasi ted, the tt tlte posai Isil ity
ill s:l tacign would lie felt to lie gre.' tar hecatise ml wntc Id 'c elsown
in tst'nill only in rrl,iritin. and for sontetlaing''anialf' t,t grow
relatit'otv. itttttr with rosistru I,si isolf or tic tinns'.iliicsg else.. litti
is to Ilontinc ''liirget-, is rotseeivahle in a isv litat hit rategori-

makes Bukowskrs critique all the more effective: work is the
world and the world is work. The representation of ntany hot'

Fsctotunt focuses on the experiences of isenry Chinaski as
he travels around the United States, working. Although Chloride,

1 1 i!'focc ttartlk' frontlet, cite late,tf the t: las.siiiiE
itt tt,cit. iitt,',.,rts a staIoli,ttes ttstltit tlescri1stktts iii the ss-ttrk atscl

father tied to conic ]tit'tie deli slight
and talk ih,int lea lots to my mother. i'he i h talk ttegan wit,:
he ance itd the d(s, rnntintiod user che itinner Ish ie. a ttd clad'
ad in il's Iso-i o,,i, ,ciiere y F, t]ser sassu Id scream "LhIs curl'
rtsp.ni., to he could get his re,t and his lull strength for 'tie
joh the nes dry. 'There 5555 no oIler aut*srt .setrsi he pu.
ttat
hose ow

accep tablet
lit hnovel.
first n
Bu kowskm cr0 ltiit futrd OLI the alienai big
and exploitative nature of the job, In effect, Thsr office is a cr1.'

nai'rnt is'.'. aisit: Isroattn,rss wltmch tintlerlintta ho t,,aiset.iliiv ci
tli e events h,,iit tie.cct'iI tsrd. l\vil Ii one snore foot mc 1I lie 1
'l

II tne;ontrasL lIe: Iun'.cn ii tea totely tonti antI tite
l,rrithLces a tttoc:k'lioi'tsir effei:I.

of ways Iso closely is individual sdf'esi cern tied to corki:

vond this. esikosvski shows almost no one prospering tintIe. r I he sysi em. The few exanilal ......... who adva nfl or are

itt Ite. ,t,troanttlacivo of work ut g''ttr.ral. rallter Cii;tfl itt rLty
s1ts'rifmr, jtihs. 't'ltu. rogiilsr rltytitlit tar tite fittal s,'ntoitrx'. liliuls ii

I sal scrcet from the edilor.? ntac, As shirt leeses with deep
ho ilotra under his eras He biked as if he hadt, I slept for a
week, It was cold and dark rn there. It wss the concooshig 'mm
of one of the a—two newspapers, ethn
sail one, Men sat
at desks under reading amps working at copy. 1181
Once again , rite omission of the articles in the lsst sentence de'
humsttizes the work process. Aa in the first description, these
are dteindividoalized iradlvmdusJs, people robbed of any identity.
unqualified by even an article and in this they are one with tite
inorganic objecta which constitute their work and environment:
"desks: "reading amps,""copv. BY otttittlng the artIcles, giving
us quasi.telegraphic sente sees. "d:ot,isk i ahstracis the process
astd unjversaiises 1. We see people obieclirted, almost non-human,
zo mbies: obct
jes working on objects. Because of these styllssic
characteristics, the p L'oceases described are also, and are mean i

Li net in tile co cnpot i ion and lies to Dye rta Ice, or a c ti St ca Lc!, us nit It. mci ru' In
itt It he eu •fo ii it, do this
ff
ath
is aectist
6 e editor . Ott e of tile I hentos
nflie ttovei, as tie I at of Bo kon'sk l's work generally. ts that 10

he ttLrcessfttl lict snriety's Ceritast otte has to 'trake sinw.it'r,loriItt
sitcc'i fis:tts. ext:ti, .sotttnlirtrns, nf tttse'.s own lt,i,iy.
Ri en

tell it isn't a qst cit ion of Oil tea ski Itt n

It isko vs is depicts work nega lively. At nit
in Clii na skis a pa rcmcn t btLikt ing;

C

Ice l[

muck 115g.

point ut C t .tF is a lire

Escre I to the doer sod openv 4 ii. fall, cat t h i,;k smoke
the halt. Firers, [Fin large ascii I belcnets wi th ossntli,'rsmn
them. Firemen dragging lone lb c k Ft tees. Firemen diii ,.si',i in
at hestos. Fi reoteti cc-i ci, sass. The noise and the eon fus bit
incredible. I closed the door.
11011
lie ana1) lit, nc ' - Firv mall -' a rid the pseu do'sei tte nces, t lie U tni
sion of articles ""the tack Iany kind of subordination which
migla t cia tify the L'e]a Finns hip itetsa - aest ands, and oh lor,Ls so closely
ide tI ti liv tic e wo rker,s icitit the cork as 10 Suggest lie itiec-itatat Ii'
tv of work con tple tale o hbocti Ni ng I he ti-orke,'. Work o Isiecti fie.s
people: people tbt en ob leo ify each oF ha r: the si- orttt isecntates a
s'o"ld of objects. Such is Ru kowski's syllogism and the extent to
ccli icIl m ttd mvidu als are objecti fled in Fsciottsm is SI riking.

In Pactolumi Bu Icon-ak I offers a radical, generalized crit iquss
of ss- 0 rk atid tts function in U.S society and, for the first F iLite,

a stra I e' 01 resistance. In Pactel vial tli e refusal to vo rk has
become syttematic and pro-antmah'c. At the newspaper in Ness
DrIes cs. sent to borrow type from the cotnoecing pa pec': 1 ftt und
a It lace in a back allay wl rare I could get a gi sss of biter 'it,
nickel, . . . ITIhe nickel beer place became my hangout. The fat
man ega tt to miss me" 1191: at the bicycle toajehouso he is fired
for lateness Iv ergillg on ahssnteeisnit. 'Vou've. heen sttowi ng up
for work itt lll:ln ftar tsr 6 days now. Hoes- do you think cite
other ts-o 'k era feel about this? 'rh ey cork an eight Ftot'r day'
19, 11 at ibte Lea .tngeles Time .'tssigned to s bitt e a brass ra Eliti
I hat runt a rou ntt the iju ilding ta task tv iuch 'a spea red to be the
dullest and 00sf stupid" of all che jobs he had ever hadl. 5
polished a l,ttu C twenty, five rest of the railing. Fumed t hit Corner.
and sati' a bar across the ttre.et. I took my rags and iar across
iht sireet anti ts -ont into Gte Isar'' 1517-1151. Refitsal is by no
Inc I eLs al tys vs tied to drinking, but the relattost of the I 'co deserves comment. Altitough Bulcowaki has tsrLFten tnuch of dnnk.
bog alone, in Facto torn F is is by no means always the case, at
the two exampic.c just cited show. The bar represenis not just
alcott ol but tiu nt site a (tern alive to the lack of hUnt

itt

reta tioca-

shims 5 hat usually elsa ra cte rise the work place. There is as in.
!nrestlngdepictton of this on the second page or he novel, aFter
c:hittaski has guttair a ro,ttta:
I aams,aronnr ott 11w secotid iloor serms.s from a bar.
'rtrebartsa.sis,]hei Tiiet;anepcsnkCafs flitm ant- rosttt I otulit
see t N moat i t lie open bar d,ssrs and into It a bar. Th iaretv,:re.
so,r.t rougit faces in that Iter. some irttei'esting laces. I ,t.ivetl
iti ely roitm at tigttt and ctra,sk wine and Foisked at the (sync
in tFta h.ir. 1121
This is a revealing passage- Cht Ilaski. on t lao outside looking itt is
drawn to iltebar, isot hesicant asttl alobiva)ent ai,ottt jt,iniñ,q that
societyIa fter all, th etc were rough" as svpl I as "itt erest i

tic etc.
meiats in ill. Itis stol so much the drictking, per st, as tite Isar
comnsuntty ticst is attractive to the thy ottFsider. a community
where the performance of alienating work is not the measure

chapter 22. the most extended treatment
of this community, in which Ch'maslci cleans the venetian blInds
for drinks1 lie camaraderie of the group is exemplary, die two
notable exceptions he',ng the nianipulathce and esphiting manager
of success In fact, a,

tvho tries to cheat Chinaski out of his pav" and the fiithless
prostitute. That incident Is notabte in another way, Chinaski's
impiicst refusal of rite wage, the connection between work end
'income As soon as he is pad, he buy. evel,one drinks wIFh the
money
A
an in the end winds up owig the manager
, in. jobat the limed Chinaski. given another duinoc, is
assign ed intide janitorial work:
flnithtd both the ladies and lie men's reslrcooh enip'
tied the wastebaskets and duited a few desks. Then ICent
hack to the ladles' crapper. lucy had sofas .etd chair, tn there

•Fl[I j."" r! cIok. L il It ., Col.
•]( R]]• {k,j L_ !!!•l
tIuttg(ime. I stretched out(,nc{,1lh!ck±(h, md
In

I]E,e n..... Ian g-Lh!'- pacarlIoLInI I [± trt,,ii t.,]lIzs bull
vi ov -is as{,rcI] U, le lteaIli!IgF, 1'',j C!,[ikis Fiii,
nrxE slep is ttbii hpshntdd l,c paid for tt,z workrng and this
] DW5 [ih r Pie ckman (I hi r Lrn.ni pby ,ieii I n s.i wa

€nt
11521

U no!,epved. he rc peals 'he pro r4It:re t Ftc flia

tigh. U, augh

'a, IslEed Li the
diock
ng d
Tit cal Illhad
slW : (or e cb Itud haIan,ln lhoe 'e ten
n to ]n•
] (la(lit ,,hen it took @FE]v two at tl, mI. I aIn.
In.tEeM
my
dollEa,. I never curl End any Ing
I9I

l.Uidn(thr

wardrobe alLows of each ca legoriziti end as the Clifford. proof
Ile rae t the t work, as it welt. didn't I- a bond on lam. Vet as

ordinarily think of a loading dock as having a style. We usually
attribule hEat quality to humans or tlth -tgs that in Sante way reflect

-

-

be out on Van Closed within a month' Ben hamper. Rivethesth TeAts
from the Assembly Line, ISO- (Gramsoi'a rated
iaon
quoIi
translates as
'e asy A. available bet)
128 : . - and hose who worked them - - "
other factor w as that the
well week had not only stoppe d ge tting shorte r, it had begtm to ge t
C
longer comparison of 1045 and 1575 shows a 1-2 hour increase in

as-

average weekly working time.' lBoedlger and Foner. Z57. Emphasis
in originaLl It gets worse according to Juliet B. Schor. who examined
the period 1903-1957: the average employed person is now on the
lob an additional lea hours, or the equivalent oral extra month a yea?
122)- For the inoressed technological efficiency 91- Harry gravorman:

fired here-laziness-might be a little harti [or the employer to
prove, Mantz, if he wanted to, might well have gotten Ch'maski

Thus in the United States between 1947 and 1954 - - the output of
the textile induso'ies grew by more than 40 percent but enaphoyistent

denied benefits For other reaaone-whether they were nsa or
not-such as lateness or absenteeism -I

was cut by one third. Other industries, such as iron and steel foun'
dries, lumber and wood products, malt liquors and footwear, showed
production increases of from 15 percentto 40 percent in the seInepetiod, accompenied by employment drops of ten percent 025 percent.
The petj-olemst indusfrv poured out fin, sixth s litre product at the
end of Chi period than at the be&maing, buts
t i emptoyanent was one
fourth lower' 'rhe hlegradation ofWorkin the Twentieth Ceneut7,

-

in Monthly Review 34.1 (pi10.

125-120: "Workasid the work ethie. , ,i use quotation marks around
the phrase because there is some doubt as to how strong such an ethic
ever was, at least in some areas of Western capitalism- As one exaan-

been dispe'ssed s4flL Chinasid, too, realizes that labor no longer
appears as an integral element of the productive procesc and
that with the irrelevance of labor -time in relation In wealth,
"exchange-value" ceases to he] 'the measure ol use-value."

pie, sked Is. It. Thompson's dhsotssion of 'SasI Monday' in his essay,
'Tone, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism," in Peat & hvsciit
25 December pill 72-74. It is not an ecoident that a number of the
texts that I discuss in this essay were allpublished It roughly the sane
time, between 1971 and 1975, the blossom, of capitalism's long crisis
whose now notorious symptom, the decline in the real wage is usual'
If seen to have commenced in 1073.

This stale of affairs underlies the fortes that Ch'rnaski'e Him.,
forms that may at first see
somewhat problematic be'
cause of their indiv'adusiistio nawre, There is no instance of any
kind of collective refusal In either, Post Cflce forFachoflim, The
'.it.,

traditional American vehicle for such action had been aptly as
teseed by Henry thhiaski on the second page of Post Qfficewhen
he noted that the union loam, was worthleec 101151 Here, too,
Bukowski ethoes New Left analyses. shanng, eg,, tlse analysis

ISO: For the world of human freedom - ,' Herbert Marcuse, 10 Essay
Osi Liberation, 6. H f ee Mareisse openly follows the ltbrx of the Gn,isd'
rime .a,— also saw the issue in concrete tenon "since the lengTh
of the working day is itself one of the principal repressive factors of
posed upen the pleasure principle
princi
by the reelity principle. tile reduc'
lion ofte working day - - Is the first prerequisite for freedom.' Quoted
In Roediger and loner, WL Marcuse's preecripnon is idealist in that he
would seem here to be saying that 'valuer are the cause ofthe 'volun'

of American labor unions made by Kolko: "the fact remains that
America,, unions have found it 'mrtnitelv simpler to adjust to
capitalism, or even to help manage it within their owas industry,
than to replace it' Qast. The absenteeism, the lateness the dem,,ir
ering, the pilferage, all the minor forms of resistance, most be
seen in the conlest of changes the' were raking place in the rotar
tionship between labor and capital in the logos and 1070a, as

-

part of a broacher movement reflecting objective social change,
rather than 'nate subjective maladaptation This a underscored
by the fact Chad

-

The mos'naent [or shorter hoora dunitg site Vietnam
War largely was place In e n aS campaigns
am
against overtime

tar' sersitude' His sug&estlons for how change may come about, disengagement and refusal," seem passive, rather than engaged132: danm ness anybody, , (9/la?' - Post Oj5Oce was reset with new
pagtnaUon to loses for the 26th and subsequent printings. Citations
therefore give two page numbers, to the earlier and later printings
respectively "Ford hiniself put it this way: " Inc. f'trsa
lag: 'This of ofFordict
we raised the wage to five doilars a day, we had to exernsa some super'
vision over the living of the men because so many of thetis, being far no, rend did not
he their standards of living in accord with their
higher incomee;' henry Ford in collaboration with Samuel Crov.Ther.
Today and Tomorrow, 252.

samecimes under union auspicas. more often offici al
end adthe dedainos of couniheea, especially young workers to
absent theetseives from work, somatimee on a regular basis,
The latter phenomenon.. - helped so epawn a huge lilerature
concerning absenteeism, iurnoaer and the "revolt sgsinst
work:'
Ikolko, 5,11
,Aronowita noted that '[filewildcat strikee of po tal workers in
1970 took place over the heads of the union leadership and be'
came a national little without central coordination
rdinatio or direction'

pmetlecessors
he save written ahout work. One proof of the
significance that lie attnl,utes 0 this incident is thaI the pasSage

duck.
Mthnu

it's] quoted ronstitules all of chapter 19°f Fsctotum and is placed
_"is11
a Insosl exisci ly in tie ,stidelle of the
¼'i I h Isis rafuse I tO

the 'nddass at the auto parts warehouse iskm place

° nietinse in tile late (5405 or early lOSOs, it Was wril ten in t lt a

claim sickness Bukotvski makes It quile clear that this is no Iluke
hut a principled refusal- The mention of he sketching ,s irilpor'

early 197,
05 It refls
ect the attitudes 0 film IF millions of A mencan workers influen ced by the events of the 19005 and it reflects
historic eclinological changes. It is a measure or Uukowski's

tant because. while it may be seen as hinting at a kind or ae
Ihetic nluralisin, tlsat is not its main function %'orking lazily is
still ivorkfrsg - t he cnocr1al of ii " age tied do
told ia s tillllosves'er tenu outlia-preaen t. ' I his conne ction ddisappears when

197051 hut from production our coon, The fact that he h,,snl

been eat supper, watch Whee j Ponun
hop the old lady and be
sound asleep IT. did Clean decent Anietican living. A bar hound like
Il
you wili clear beat the clock, Yooll nss so much work, your ass

wealth has in fact ceased to exist. thstrihutlng that wealth on
the basis of one's wDrk no longer makes sense. Value has here

others, that be most differs from his contemporaries and lila

i'orklne-olttss demand and the hasia of the consensus between
labor and rnenage'aialt from mugitly the 19405 tlarougl, II I A early

It doesn't work like Wat 'told him- First shift only works for the
married guys- They haves very rigid svsteni-rtish home drink three

ton of wealth, that connection (the "law of valtae"i has ceased,
and because the causal relationship between human labor and

tare flukotvski has shifted the grounds of lie relaslonsLaip be'
lts-een worker, and employer. It is hills one instance, above all

wnrk ceasesWhen tte
Items, Chinaskl says, 1"-e given you my lime, It's aD
I've go] to give-it's all any man has,' and ign ores the fact
in deeti , Clients i
be hasn't been workin g, let alone 'butt.
log his ass," he is breaking new ground in the relatio,s Esetteceis
the corking class and capital at least in fictioni by divorcing the
wage not just from productivity increases (a more tsiotlttraie

ilsanpec oil a womani2ing auto-worker who this a switch to the first
shift will allow him time 'to prowl for chicks the rest of the night-

As the past fiddam had been a connection between work and
weal eh- wIth the Increased etficienc7 of technology, and hence
the increasingly small part played by homan labor in the pt'oduc -

—a

authenticity as an artist that he so perfectly captured a broad
historical current of feeling in so unique and idiosyncratic a work
of art. Underlying all she humor, the serious intent of Feclotuos

-

£ £1 fart e7(presthlg ...He is referrIng to Tay]o?s famous

'27: WomazOlt demands too rnuc leisure - . Fr a ronlemrary
expression or thjs etjdc compare Cu assambi line worker Ben

unemploymeni henefils police is perhaps helpful
here, Praciically speaking. the enspinver 'as a g'tettl tica] Its say
determ,nitig whether or not an employee receic-es benefits
after he
lermitsated. Although the reason [tsr (hinaakfa hetog

At the auto paris warehouse 'did less and less. Mr Manes
tile corms,r would walk
and t ou]d be crouched CIA dark
corner nm oe
nf o
the aisles, erv bdiy puniag incoming parts
on the shelces.
'Chineski, are end all nghtr
Yes.'
'You're not sink?

Artha]o, are boost
22&

be possible to rain an
gorilla so as to become a mom elfi
dent pig-iron handler than
"find
any man can be Frederick Win slow rayor The Prtsciples of Sdenik Mansgemenl. 40.

I,'0- 1131

-

calion of the

—

Ewsels rerusal to fully back We Blck-Cortn ery U, rtyof I Z3. See Oenjaaiin Uunlcutt, Work Albion Sod: 1 ban

a?: Tayr

in earlier proletarian fiction- The idea 'hat the worker woulti
prefer not to yes
against the grain of tradition]
Ilk go
nal enn elist
jdsolo
"hall ',rk. and the 'nrker, were glorified, IA cinritiI.

turato4-point in the treatment of work in novels of the Ameti'
c an wo rking clas-come
s
midway hrough
t
?acroaons.

izl W or ker

C

characterization of the pig-i ron handler: This work
so crude and
elementary Cm its nanare that the writer firmly believes that it would

men! insurance, while unemplcvnsen] insurance I, si,ll tied to
work because one has to ha
at- worked in order to he eligiblethe connection is muck looser, and the idea that it is a - right:
somethtng aspectS by he worker-likp peid holidays and ,a,tnusi leae-e , is marked, and certainly not a demand encotjnternl

But the clearest statement of he refusal-to-work ethic and
also its ustiflcation-antj it is this justification that marks a

,

i i

Shorter Kou N.

divorce of lalsor from production] capital is pusilad beyond nAte-

thst is the only quality of the load'mg dock revealed in the son ,
sage. Once again, ha Bukow4th, humanity is a [unction of the lack
of exploitation and at a SOo'percent.plu, oversupply of labor,
the -I'll ill' of exploitation here is very low Inceedi in

I'

donflig S/toner Haursfor the R&I to Work. Chap ter 6, WR Counters

Once labor ceases to be the "eu-spring of -eelth. value ceases
to he the mediation of ttsevalues''
This is the signincance of Chjnaskrs tternantt for unelss]1ln -

a person, Le.. the personality: clothes, physical gestures, prose,
By uthag the ward here Eukowski is hunianizhig the loading III
and chat humanizes it Is its tack of work. This is clear becatase

.
•

• •nur . ii nooseveft opithg forfuil en]uiroen - - - The uming
hGU$

and it was in - - his cycle e. - the capita 11111 crisis oft h Ill,'
])5
tied
title
early
the strugflle no i ncolo a th n
s-n rk
claancitip to a struggle for income iodependrnt of svork The
working-class strstev forfs
mploamejia - . hectme - - a gTup
a] at ra tes- of I EEC refue4 of ssvrk -- (IIut - ] a that Ti ill.

so often in Bukovski, there is something else going on here. The
key cord in tise passage (and Bukowaki makcs sure we recog.
ize it as suchl is 'style: it is an odd choice becatise one doesn't

,(,

. -The only hLIm2n esnce - . A NegI

[T]III key 1. •E pitalisi rn - a" BEE] ll i on a I
tr e.l!(,
'p'oduci,on of h On, raiDn bet,ni the ',getl
III
tinwsged paris of tile cis.
tile cul tingnr 'he link tlaeen
atcane n{]E ark [, I I], driai poini II telaiti l]5 class r (tE]
poee{I hsrl
-

indeed. proofs-or Chinaskis not working: the fact that lie could
wear 115 hest ci otlies also an interesting inflice ion that his

.

flJ(3?I

The Mass Worker and the

[cal-economic sod a 5truct ire. &cause !aI,or was ni E O (I ivnr:ml
from prodwEt k!ity. a rrvoltaioria rv work Eng di
CUE longer IEEE,]
he
obas lint
irkth*

This last examp Le of rafust] is interesting, and lu nnii. I tJ) in k the
buffer
rsu Its from Bukowskrs vi hi and conc rete ilusijations-.

Thee, Maneissmatd walk off- The scene was repeated agaIn
and again with minor vanaLiooa Once he caught me making
sketch of the allay on the back of an inseice- MY Pockets
were toil of bookie monec. Ths hangovers were not as bad.
seeing as they were ...Are the best wltheky
1ev could
buyIwene on For ewe more weeke collecting paycheck,- Then
ots a Vedoesday morning slants stood in the center aisle near
his o ffice. be beckoned Ins forward with a motion of his handbected
walked into his o(rwe- Msots vss back behind his desk,
'Sit down. Chinaski;' On We center of the desk was
check,
fara down, I aIM the check face down along the giass lop of
this desk sod without look'aig at it I altpped it in my walet'You knew we were
to let you got'
"Bosses sot nar bard to fathom"
off
'Chinaski, you Ile vent been pulling your weight for a -I
end you know it .
"A guy busts his damned ass and coo doni appreciate it.'
'You haveni been boating your ass, chineski'
I Mold down at my shoes for some tlnsa I didnt know
what to say. Then I baked at him, rve ghten you my lime
'an
Add
It's all I've got to Alall any
lass.
for a pitaful
Clock and a quarter an hour;'
Remember you begged for this lob- Vn,a aid your Ca n was
your second home-'
or time —Ill you can li'-e in Your big liuease on the
hilt Al has's all the things that go with it. It anybody has lost
anything on lots deal. on this arrangement... I've bran the
loser. So you understand?'
'All right. Chinaekh'
"Al nghtr
- 'ics Just go -.
t etood lx Ms nts seas dressetl in a oi tiaervative hro wit
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want any Cl u bla about that You guys sic
a In it.g to
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irotible or Ill be beak to see you:
'Youll get voor Insurance. Now get the hell out of here!'
I got the hell nut of there.
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It Ill- the Post Office ...Such du'eacs were even endorsed by
unions- Ill Roediger and fewer-"Moreover, Cold. repeatedly tonnecied their acceptance of long hours with Cold War preparedness,
as The Mathinisr [a uaainn paperl did in lSSrwhen 'a headlined the question: 'Will Soviets but Their Overtime? C cold.
laS: This a book about the wor*aig class. -' C tisra Braverman, Labor
and MonopoLy Cap/tab The flesdation of Work in the Twenliemh Ceotul)i 16-27- Much of what Brevennan lays here is relevant to what
mes
akukowaki's
B
writing about the American working class as huapor,
rant and powerful as It Is, especially his remark that "what is needed
first of all is a picture or the working class as it exists, as the sh ape
given to the working population by the capital accumulation process.'

must be recognized. it is no accident that Bukowaki look four
years to wtite it while he completed Pose Office in three weeks.e
is strikingly unified in content, style and tone. Thait ih reflects

130: 'This does not mean. . ." lust how limited is seen, for example,
in Studs Terkel's 'eltenhiew with a mail carrier in Working 361-364),
This malt feels quite differently about the 'iob than Chinaeki does, Sub.
actively, it would appear that he is not an alienated worker, though

a growth and ohange in worldview-indeed, an Increasing
pclielctssuon-on Osakosvski's part is clear not only when one cam

any but the most superficial reading of the interview leaves one wish
an impression of a worker who o n objectively, alienated.

pares it with Foss OjJice and the earlier stories, but when one

140: 1n the course of the decsde , , ," Twentv, two, [think, The uncer,
tainty is owing to certain problems of categorization, e-g., should his
cleaning the venetian blinds of the Philadelphia bar for five dollars and

,, refleesa in later works, poems as well as fell, he worldview first expressed in tiara novel,
-

-

free drinks, be 000nted as gainful employment? Should the irackman
and at driver positions where he receives no money (and no payment

'confd(fler:

NEVER WORK EVER.
plush

Dean settled into the
blue armchair and
faced up to the Restart Officer. The whole floor
was done out in fake pine and blue swivel chairs.
Patronising Claimants Charter posters were
plastered onto every pillar, but the real business
was revealed in the posters and leaflets urging
you to join this scheme or that job club. No
matter how they decked the place out it could
only ever be a pressurised shithole. if only they'd
switch the fuckin' heaters off sometimes..,
"So how many jobs a week, approximately, are
you applying for Mr.Sutton7
'Erm.., about 4 or 5"
"And where do you look for these vacancies?"
"Newspapers, local and national ones, job
centres, the council job shop..,"
'Do you know how many vacancies are actually
advertised when they arrive1 dunno, most ofthem. I should think...!!
"Actually its less than one third, employers know
they can fill posts without having to adertise.
"What I'm saying to you, Mr.Sutton. is this, we
need to see you applying for 60-70 jobs a week.
Can you guarantee this?"
We!!, yes. I suppose..
'And where will you find these vacancies?"
"I dunno..., ifthey don't advertise...,! dunno...'
'Job Club
is notice of all these vacancies, and
you can get help assembling a cv. and having it
forwarded to prospective employers, Have you
considered Job Club? Would you he willing to
Idea it a If'..?''
'Well I'm not sure, I suppose so.' Dean replied.
his head dropping.
Dean heard a sharp click and looked up
suddenly. The open office floor had contracted
to the size of a small cell, the four walls cold and
white. The pine desk scattered with leaflets and
stationary was now a blank table. A second click
interrupted the silence as the Restart Officer
pressed the eject button and flipped the cassette
out. He patted the plastic tape smugly.
"Thank you Mr.Sutton, we have all we need,"
Dean now realised he was back in the police
room having his taped interview done as a result
of his extremely brief and unspectacular foray
into shoplifting. Yet it wasnt a police officer he
faced, it was definitely a Restart Officer with his
'Benefits Agency! id badge on. And the heat still
persisted, the heat...
The buzzer alarm woke Dean up at 8.00 am dead
on He was swearing in a bad style, that same
bastard nightmare again and again and again. He
reached for a glass of water positioned on his
bedside drawer. His hand was shaking.

In the neighbouring house Bill was having a
much sweeter dream, though certainly no less
intense. He was back in Chocolate working hs
route with a flowing perfection previously
unseen in the world of climbing - a combination
of balance, strength, stamina and agility. The
particular area ofrock he was working on he had
named- Baudril!ard Buttress. It had been left
untouched all throughout the 70's and So's as the
crag had been feverishly developed. The radical
nature of the sustained overhang had frightened

offal I potential customers, Bill had been bolting
routcs on the crag for 2 years, beginning with a
line that had stunned the slimmin g orld, ,.'ln the
Shade" of the Silent Majorities'. It had taken
him over a year to train for this line, and it was
still unrepeated for a clean ascent. The only other
line on the buttress was The Revenge of the
Crystal' also put up by Bill and mockingly
named as such when one of his fiercest rivals
had tried to nip in and steal the line only to be
foiled by a large crystal finger pinch snapping
offnear the top bolt. It had been a further ?ear of
training and vet this third line had yet to fall. Bill
was the only one attempting it and he had a
name ready.., it would be called 'Fatal
Strategies', All that remained were the final few
moves, and it was this sequence that provided
the sweetness of his drawn.
The alarm clock buzzing in the terrace adjoining
Bids bedroom also woke Bill up. He rolled over
and the only thought was to expel the large glob
of spit in his throat and then concentrate on
pulling the moves and the feelings from his
dream into his current thought pattern, to use
later on the crag. He picked up a sheet of paper
from the pile on the desk normally reserved for
scrap. It was a cheaply produced leaflet on how
to survive a Restart Interview, put together by
some dumb anarchists from the capital What a
waste of effort he thought, anyone with half a
braincell could cruise through a Restart
interview, no problem. The leaflet pleaded for
the recipient to photocopy and hand out near the
benefits office. Ben carefully spat the greenie
onto the paper and screwed it up and threw it
into the bin. Now he needed a glass of orange
I uice to clear the speed from his system. This
would have to be done before he began his
stretching and preparation for his next attempt on
the route.
He also needed to check the morning's post. He
was expecting a book or 2 to review for his
Siniationist magazine Insufficient', as well as his
usual supply of exchange magazines, flyers.
rants and artworks as contributions for the next
issue. Most of this went into Bill's persona!
library, Bill often talked about the Information
War, and about getting actively involved in this
war, but what Bill really liked was looking at his
impressive hem, effects and thinking about all
the theory stacked up in there. The aura it gave
oft' was intense. It was needed for when Bill sat
down and wrote his articles for 'Insufficient',
Bill's magazine gave him a chance to have a rant
about things, or to have a rant at people and
organisations in the supposed revolutionary
milieux, It also meant he received free
magazines and books to add to his expanding
library.
He swilled the orange juice around his mouth
and scanned his desk. Shit, he thought. and
grimaced, as he looked at the scrawled A4 sheet
in front of him. He had this habit ofwriting stuff
when he was speeding, arid most of it was
bullshit. However, it was normally clever
bullshit that was doubly unintelligable And it
was this type of stuff that could fill out an issue
of 'Insufficient'. No-one really complained, as
since the advent of the 'Art Strike' there seemed
more unintelligable bullshit around than ever
before. But the stuffon Bills desk was unusable
for sure, As a Situationist Bill liked to switch
words around to create new meanings, to detoum
rhetoric to produce anti-rhetoric, "The meaning
of change can be seen in a change of meaning"

was what lnsufficicnt' proclaimed in
atasthead. But a lengthy out on the history of
dusthins as a transpose of the dustbin of history
ideology was stretching a point a bit too ftr.
Bill's mind returned to more immediate
concerns, his attempt at the new route and the
post which had not yet arrived, He was expecting
this book to review, and also a cheque from his
mum. Where was that bleedin' postman

At 8,00 Steve was just starting the IOU or so
houses on Capital Boulevard, He was already
half an hour late on his round, mainly because
he'd had a sackful appall Tax final demands to
deliver. It wasn't the extra mail that was the
problem. it was that Steve knew many of the
people on his round, most offbeat old folks. and
he had made an effort to cheer all of them up.
Most of them were shaken by the official
sounding letter from the council in their last
desparate bid to recover this ill forsaken tax, and
so Steve tried to calm people down by
explaining that they were not alone , and telling
them about the local anti pop one groups in the
area It was only really making the most ofa bad
deal. Steve took the job as a rustic mainly
because he was strapped for cash, he was being
pressed to meet an oncoming deadline to renew
his season ticket and had other small debts to
attend to. He thought that being a postman
would be about as unintimidating a job as
possible, and also he'd have a bit oftime to think
for himself and get to know the local
community. It was days like these he felt like
jacking it all in, either that or just ripping all
these bills and demands into shreds. He couldn't
Ad himself as anything other than the lowest
ranking footsoldier in some huge oppressive
army waging a war for capitalism. And on top of
this he had a new financial crisis to worry,
about,,. someone had nicked his lad's mountain
bike from outside the central library and he
would have to fork out and replace it as his son
depended on his bike for getting to college and
for doing his local paper round, He'd only gone
in to return some books but staff cutbacks had
meant that one person was left attending a whole
floor and a long wait for any service was
inevitable. This had given the thief ample time to
spot the bike, wait for an opportune moment, and
than make a getaway.
He tried to push these thoughts aside as he
moved down the street from house to house, As
usual there was a clutch of letters for number 23,
and as usual there were plenty of odd shaped
enveloped adorned with various slogans and
stickers. Steve never took much notice of them,
he didn't have much time for art, but he had seen
the chap who lived at no 23 and would
recognise him as an arrogant bastard, a typical
artist type. As he began pushing the assortment
ofletters through the horizontal slot he heard the
muttered words About flicking time!", Steve's
muscles froze and angry words formed a lump in
his throat, ready to erupt that second to perform
a vocal concerto as he battered the door down.
But, he thought, whats the point, and tried to
subside his anger. Nalfivay down the path he
remembered that there was a large package for
no. 23, a package that was kept in a separate bag
with other large or fragile deliveries. He paused
and withdrew the parcel. It was a large jiffy , bag
containing it book, with a multitude of repetitive
stickers covering every available space on the
envelope. It couldn't fail to catch your attention,

NEVER WORK EVER the simple message said
in its playful mocking tones. This was the hod
nail in the coffin of a bad day. He thought about
his shitty job and about the fact that his son had
been getting up at 6.00 every morning to do a
paper round to buy a bike that had now been
stolen. Steve wondered what '0 do with the
package when the door to no. 25 flung itself
open and a miserable looking bloke saturated out
Gambling a plastic bag and fastening up his coat.
Even though this person looked like he'd had
enough even at this early hour he still managed
to greet Steve with a smile and a pleasant hello.
Oh hi. anything for are in that ban? asked
Dean,
"Yes. only this Steve replied. instictively
handing him the package in his hand that should
have been delivered to an 23.
The neighbour seemed to brighten up
immediately and slipped the parcel into his caner
bag without pausing to examine it.
'Thanks, or to go or I'll miss my bus
Steve felt better already. The brat at number 23
would probably get his parcel in the end, but not
until this evening. And it could be put down to a
genuine mistake,

Dean headed for the bus stop on the next street at
a furious pace. The plastic carrier bag banged
against his thigh, but for the meantime he had
forgotten about this mystery package. Instead his
mind kept going back to his nightmare. The
Restart interview sequence was pretty much as it
occurred in reality- however at the time Dean
thought that Job Club would be ok as an option.-.
better than going on a scheme or pretending to
be setting yourself up in pine stripping on the
Enterprise Allowance. And anyway, it would
serve to take away some of the heat that he had
been getting from the Claimants Officers. But
Job Club had been a calamity, and nothing less.
Two weeks ofpiss boring lectures on how to fill
in application forms, and then an endless pile of
really shiny vacancies thrust in front of you to
apply for. And it would be just his luck that he'd
end up with the shiniest job of the lot, working
on the production line at a factory that made
climbing equipment. He worked the machine
that stitched together the slings used by climbers.
The boredom of the job was intense, and
subsequently Dean could see no point in why
people would want to climb anyway, it seemed a
sport designed for yuppies who wanted to appear
outrageous to their yuppie mates. However, there
was all types of hell at the factory this week, as
the company had just landed a contract with a
bunch of television people producing a series
called Gladiators'. The company had given all
their workers a letter exclaiming their great joy
in landing such a contract, which was for a
whole load of karabiners, clips, slings etc to be
used in the series, which apparently featured men
and women swinging around on ropes in combat,
and sprinting up climbing walls with
musclebound gorillas (gladiators) in hot pursuit.
All the workers were asked to put in extra hours
at short notice-to make up this express order as
quickly as possible. But the company had to be
careftl, it was a similar situation about 4 years
ago that nearly resulted in the whole lot being
closed down they had rushed out an order of

Combiners for a whackv stunt on Noel Edmonds
'Late, Late Breakfast Show where a an was
suspended upside down in a large box from the
end of a crane. In the panic at the factory a batch
of karabiners had gotten through without being
safety checked, and when the pin failed in the
vital karabiners holding NoeFs poor sucker 50
foot above a concrete car park at the BBC, all
hell broke loose...
The bus arrived and Dean settled down for the
journey. If the job vasn t bad enough there was
this bastard hour long bus ride to top it all off.
He heaved his carrier bag onto his lap and than
remembered the mystery package. He
expectantly fumbled in the bag and produced the
envelope. It was covered with these stickers
proclaiming 'NEVER WORK EVER' and Dean
realised that it couldnt possibly be for him as the
creeps who send ontjunk mail would never print
such a strwge message. He looked at the address
label INSUFFICIENT, do 23 Capital
Boulevard. ...'. So that was it, it was for that
smarmy git next door who always made a point
of avoiding to speak to him. He thought he'd
open it annvayjust to relieve the boredom ofthe
bus journey. He could always pass off his
opening ofit as a genuine mistake.
It contained a short letter asking for a review of
the book, and the aforementioned book which
had the grand title of Sabotage in the Workplace
A Manual of Ideas and Inspirations. Dean's
interest starting peaking and he quickly read
through the introduction which explained how
and why such a book had come into existence.
There then followed absolutely loads of short
tales about how boredom, authority, and
meaninglessness can be combatted. resulting in
fun for workers and chaos for the bosses. There
were even stories of single person actions
contriving to shut down whole factories with the
simplest of procedures, or of people enhancing
their lives with pleasure, money or material
goods.
Dean stepped off the bus at the factory and
headed straight for the canteen to not his butties.
He had another half hour to kill before his 12
hour shift began. He didn't even bother with his
customaxy, hellos to the other workers on the
production line or in the canteen. He just at
down in an isolated corner, concealed his book
in a newspaper and got started again with his
reading. Within the short time of coming across
his mystery gift wonderfiul ideas were
fonnul at ing.

Bill shuffled through his letters he'd received
that momin2, still pissed offthat his review copy
of hadn't arrived as promised by the
publisher. A Poll Tax demand had been
ceremoniously thrown in the bin, a cheque from
his mum was folded and placed in his building
society book, and the remainder of the post lay
strewn across his desk awaiting inspection. He
squeezed the last few drops of a cation of soya
desert into his throat, and turned the television
off, The picture of Richard and Judy disappeared
into microdot and Bill began to focus on his
attempt at Fatal Strategies. Today would he the
day. He scanned his desk. He had various small
press magazines to review (nothing that caught
his eye) and a couple of hopeful submissions for
the next issue ofrosufficient'. The first one 'vent
straight into the waste paper basket, at another

critique of the Art Strike.., this was all old hat by
now, The oilier article was more interesting,
probably by the nature of its extreme obscurity
a critique of the classical thesis of alienation
using a theoretical model of 2 protons in an
unstable radioactive Uranium isotope. This was
the type of stuff that made 'Insufficient' the
leader in its field,
After filing his mail into its various destinations
(work in progress, his library, waste paper bin)
Bill began to prepare himself for his climbing
trip later in the afienioon. The rock at
Baudrillard buttress had dried fully and an
assault on the route in the early hours of the
morning yielded the largest probability of a
success. This meant an overnight bivi at the crag,
and so quite a bit of preparation to ensure
maximum comfort and fitness for the route. He
timetabled the afternoon to begin with a good
stretching session and some light training to
loosen his muscles, then he'd head off into town
to tie up any outstanding business and hitch a
ride out to the crag. It was about a 20 mile
journey and Bill considered using his new bike
to at there, but then thought better as he had not
repainted the hot bike in question.
He selected some sounds and began his
stretching. As the strains of Renegade
Souodwaves Thunder began to vibrate around
the room he coiled himself up on his yoga mat.
As the bass picked up he unfurled and pushed up
on his arms to stretch his back into a curve, He
began the process of encumbering his mind to
focus on thejob at hand. The first thing that was
in his mind was the good feeling he had from
recalling the bike he had nicked last week, a new
Cannondale 800, a real beautiful machine.

Steve was logging his claim with the insurance
company for his son's nicked bike. It had been a
long morning and Steve just wanted to get home
and put some work into his allottment. However,
he had I or 2 items of business to attend to,
including dealing with these awkward bastards at
the insurance office who seemed intent on giving
him third time. The crux ofthe matter was that
the bike was a bleedin expensive machine, a top
ofthe range Cannondale which had taken his son
IS months to save for. He would have gladly
killed the scumbag who had nicked it.

At the factory the one of things was in
overdrive. This gladiators contract could mean
the big boost for the climbing industry that the
factory needed. All the workers were being
promised the famous 'tomorrow cake' if they
would all put in that bit of extra effort to
complete this huge order. Dean had other
thoughts - his mind was illuminated with stories
of sabotage, thin, unknown hero closing down
whole factories with the simplest of tactics, The
pit- of anxiety that formed the bulk of his
stomach whilever he was at work was slowly
rising and lifting.., it would all be so simple,
All it would take would be for Dean to remove a
sling from the stitching machine and allow it to
pass through the production line only attached
by the glue. While it would appear as a good
sling it would immediately fail the routine
strength test that all the climbing equipment was
religiously submitted to. This would entail the

whole of the production line being closed down
for the afternoon where the errant machine was
given a thorough checking over. He, and the rest
of the workforce. could sell be home by
dinnertime

Bill strode through town wing up his loose ends
before hitching out to the crag, He had to steer
clear of the library as that was the scene of his
last crime. He had been xerosing some
Information War strategy documents that had
ironically included a polemic about the tactical
use of libraries and the imporlaltce offigliting to
keep them open. What had caused the initial
problem was Bill's dodgy forged card that he
used to hack free photocopies - it would seem
that he had used it one time too many and the
knackered old photocopier had admitted defeat
by totally short circuiting- He nipped behind the
shelves as the sole member of staff, atlending to
a long queue of book borrowers, rushed over to
silence the flashing, beeping, incapacitated
machine. It was on his way out of the library
main doors that Bill had seen the unlocked bike
and quickly made himselfscarce on it. He smiled
to himself as he recounted this excellent tale.
Bill's final port of call was his monthly visit to
the local sports shop - he was a dab hand at
shoplifting and this shop normally had a bit of
climbing gear or posh clothing that found its way
into Bills holdall.

Steve pushed open the pub doors. In many ways
he felt ready to explode. His anger was boiling
up inside of him like the pus in the spot on his
shoulder where his heavy mail bag had been
rubbing throughout his round. He wanted to
avoid the temptation to get totally pissed as he
really needed the time on his allottment, He
decided on one pint as that would be enough to
calm him down without ensuring that he dropped
asleep as soon as he got home.
He ordered his pint and staled out the pub. It
was busy with lunchtime drinkers, mainly
loudmouths in suits bragging about their office
triumphs or getting excited about banal office
politics. A rowdy bunch in the far corner
eventually caught his attention, and he
immediately recognised them as the Militant
cronies who had been creeping round all the
local anti Poll Tax groups over the last few
months. Their ringleader was a character called
Black who was a loudmouth braggard at the best
of times. Obviously Black was in high spirits.
Steve didn't have to eavesdrop to hear the gory
details Black had been working hard and had
collected a big monthly bonus which he was now
blowing in the pub. Steve knew the nature of
Black's work, and lie knew that a bonus for
Black meant a great deal of misery for many
other people.
Black spotted Steve and made his way through
the swarm of lunchtime boozers.
"Hey, Mr. Postman" he cried "I have is special
job for you
Steve could smell the stale beer on the Trots
breath, and could see that this veritable Lenin
was well pissed. On a normal day Steve would
have just let it go, but today he was wound up
and so he focussed a sharp gaze on the stumbling

character. Black fumbled inside his jacket pocket
and produced a pile of leaflets. He slapped tlicm
down on the table in front ofSteve
"Can 'an deliver these on your next round
secretly, like - it might give you something
important to do for once."
The leaflets advertised a Militant meeting that
proclaimed that they had defeated the Poll Tax
and now they were wanting people to listen to
how they were going to lead a revolution. Steve
didn't as pick them up.
'Whars up postie? Scared ofacting out of line?"
Steve kicked the table aside sending some
drinks, an ashtray, and thc leaets scattering
over the pub floor. He stepped fonvard and
grabbed the lapels of Black's coat. He thought of
saying something but realised that the Militant
as so pissed that he wouldn't even listen.
Instead Steve steadied himself- cocked his head
back, and then brought it forward with a
tremendous force, The single, thunderous
headburt split Black's nose in one go.
As Black fell, his face erupting into a fountain of
blood, his coat lapels flapped open to reveal a
pristine suit and a large name lapel. The badge
bore the logo for the Benefit's agency. and was
Burger top and bottom by Black's name and
Black's post Restart Officer,

At the factory Dean had almost forgotten about
his ploy to close down the works for the
afternoon. Whilst he knew that the knackered
sling wouldn't have gone undetected he had
assumed that the manager had been alerted and
the decision would have been made to press on
regardless to meet the demands of this huge
order, What was probably worse was that the
manaser may have even suspected that the sling
was deliberately sabotaged and that Dean was
the one who had done it So Dean's good feelings
were short lived, and the pit of anxiety had
returned to his stomach with a vengence, further
bubbling up every time the shopfloor manager
made his way towards Dean.
However, the sling had never even made it to the
testing department. Pearson the delivery and
transport worker didnt need coffee table books
on sabotage to learn how to vent his alienation or
to exploit the dispersed system of modern
production to his own advantage. He knew spots
in the factory where he could pick up pieces of
climbing gear away from the prying eyes of the
Lupenisors and the security cameras, He also
had a list of clients who would give him good
money for all of this knock-offgear. It wasn't so
much sabotage - more a case of topping up a
measly salary.
The sabotaged sling was nestling in a box ofgear
that Pearson intended to sell to the shop assistant
at 'Real-Sports. This was Pearson's main fence,
partly because the shop assistant sold the gear on
himself and so made quite a bit of money, As
Pearson walked through the main doors of the
shop with his box ofgoodies his partner in crime
shot him an anxious look - it would appear that
some high ranking manager was on the prowl
and any dodgy business would obviously be
spotted by this sharp witted stormtrooper. He
dropped his box in a corner of the shop and

winked visibly at his friend, then lie made swift
his exit remembering to return later and pick up
he cash,

Bill peered into the windows of Real-Sports and
checked out the possibility for a bit of
opportunist shoplifting, It seemed a pretty easy
enough opportunity. The 2 members of staff
were getting some kind of dusting down from
some dimwit in a cheap and nasty
, suit, and there
were a few zombified customers walking around
amidst the bright lights and flickering video
screens showing the throbbing and pulsating
footage ofa dangersports compilation video no
security here was pretty standard no cameras or
store detectives, but usually keen eyed staff and
some security tags, As the staff seemed to be
otherwise engaged Bill decided to go for it, The
security tags could usually be ripped off by
someone like Bill who possessed strong fingers,
although some material didn't even have tags on,
As Bill panned round the shop he spoiled the
box on the floor by the changing rooms. He
immediately thought that this would be new
stock and so it was highly likely to be untagged,
He made his way to the box and peered in He
thought his luck was in when he saw the
assortment of brand new climbing gear. Noting
that it was all untagged, he crouched down and
tipped the whole lot into his rucksack. He stood
up and left the premises totally unseen.
The ride out to Cheedale was forgettable. A
truckdriver who didn't have anything to say for
himself, making a token conversation about
football are Bill had intended to at a cup of tea
at the local cafe but was met by a closed sign
indicating that the proprietors had taken a weeks
holiday. Bill cursed to himself and made a
mental note to reprint his old out about 'another
cheap holiday in other peoples misery.
Consequently he reached the crag earlier than
expected, and calculated that he had a couple of
hours of daylight left. He decided to have a
quick try at the route, just to practice the top
moves. He climbed the footpath to the top ofthe
crag and at himselfseated by the belay tree, He
fished in his bag amongst the new gear to get
something to tie onto the tree. He pulled out a
new sling and looped it round the bottom of the
tree, and then selected a screwgate karabiner to
clip his rope onto the sling. This would enable
him to lower down to the uppermost bolt on the
route and clip it, He tightened his harness and
clipped the rope onto the sling, he took a deep
breath and began to lower himself over the lip of
the crag. One thought now occupied his mind seeing his photograph on the front cover of the
climbing magazines, and sensing the words
'Fatal Strategies on the lips of climbers all over
the country.

Easy Listening for the
Hard of Hearing.
Whilst it appears that original concerns with
'progressive librarians' or those fighting for
social change' are based around the related
concepts of provision of an alternative voice on
our shelves and databases, and the provision of
any sort of voice in areas that are recognised as
emerging (democratic) struggles I-would like to
take this opportunity to discuss wider aspects of
the library as part of the praxis of a struggle and
vision. In our predecessors words to dare to
dream. In a previous work (I) I have sketched out notes
for what could be called the 'content ofa library,
and I think it is important to re-emphasise the
thrust of those ar guments before examining the
'form' of the library and its pail in a possible
praxis.
Our world is shaped by capitalism and its
relentless pursuit of profit. The nature of
capitalism implies an exploited working class,
however you don't have to be poverty sthcken or
desperate for work to see the effects of
capitalism. Whilst we can to the obvious effects
of this on the degradation of our physical
environment, it is also evident in our mental
environment. Alienation and individualisation
become accepted modes of living as social
existence becomes caned into smaller and
smaller chunks - control, surveillance,
management and profit are what is extracted.
Information society is thus a capitalist concept in terms of the workplace it
It through
taylorization. dispersed Fordism. subcontracting
and whole new areas of finance industry
(information brokers etc) (2), in terms of the
social sphere it arose through the media, the
development of lifestyleism and the relentless
barrage of advertising culture. Concurrent to the
'qualitative' shift in capitalism are the tools and
technologies to facilitate this - the capture,
manipulation, presentation and communication
of information. Whilst there is it theoretical gulf
between this 'information spectacle and the
function ofthe local library as a tool for struggle.
there is no doubt that library and information
workers should be dialoguing in this area may
original article was prompted by a 'debate in
Progressive Librarian).
For instance. ve are witnessing the penetration
of information spectacle into the cultural terrain.
This began with the construction of fictional
characters such as Case' in William Gibson's
cyber-trilogy which set up the stereotype of the
swashbuckling Indiana Jones figure hacking and
slashing their way, through the corporate
information jungle. The maverick nature of this
characterisation has been a base ofappeal for the
internet and web culture, which has then grown
on exploiting our alienated and individualised
lives to bring us all that is violent, glib and
glossy as pioneering in this fleld(3).
The 'form of the library represents huge
possibilities, and it has always intrigued me with
its absence from revolutionary dialogue. At a
very basic level revolutionary theory can be
broken down into three ce.
it ANALYSIS ofcurrent society -(it) VISION ofa new society
(ill) STRATEGY to move from one to the other

This is not a laidd molecular approach, and
categories are related in how they influence each
other (otherwise we wouldn't have the 57
varieties of opposition etc). Whereas there can be
unscrupulous visions of the society we would
like to live in, much of the difference is based
upon analysis of current society. Thus people
suggest we couldn't live in a world without
money, or without a degree of centralised
control, because ofthe nature ofour behaviour in
current society. Similarly there arises intricate
and exact strategies based upon a specific
analysis - for instance industrialist and unionist
strategies that imply that we are not able to
consciously think about what and how we
produce and to make choices on the lives we
want (I mean, c'mon, a plumber today can only
- thirth about being a plumber in a new society,
surely?). Thus an analysis of current society
must take into account the shaping motives be
capitalism in terms of economic-deterministicmarxism) and the eflcts they have on the
proletarian condition (it the lesser-spotted-mars
talking about subjective forces like alienation).
The form of the library could have incredible
relevance in terms of the whole revolutionary
process (analysis, vision, strategy)... these are
only my personal observations. From analysis
we can understand that current society involves
an intense effort to prevent us from struggling
pro-actively (the basis of autonomist theory). An
important aspect of this is the mystification and
specialisarion of both skills and commodities
Oat embody these 'mystified skills'. If we
combine this with the increased drive towards
commodity fetishism then it is possible to see a
deadlock in achieving anything towards a true
liberation. The library exists to break down the
nature of specialisation in terms of the
knowledge that is needed to understand and
attain relevant skills. It also challenges directly
the whole concept of conmiodity fetishism by
giving an alternative to the tunnelvision of
consumerism,
Of courseE and not talking about a way to relieve
the misery of capitalism by requesting a few
more libraries, or a few more radical books, what
I, being discussed now is the construction of a
yixIQn. Here we can see how the elements of the
revolutionary process are more inter-related a
tangible and possible vision needs to be
presented as part ofa strategy and be relevant to
our analysis ofsociery. Thus it should tackle the
problems that we see are relevant in the here and
now with a revolutionary perspective
Here's where we can dare to dream.,. I see the
form of the library being crucial to the new
society beyond the basis of educational and
communicative uses. Many ofthe goods that we
Secure to own, have no possible hopes of
producing or maintaining ourselves, and end up
saving up for for yearn would be better organised
in a library.
Of course, for a start, our lives would be
enriched by the new social fabric that smashes
the stranglehold of individualisation. As
television vanishes because no-one can be
bothered to watch re-runs and no-one can be
bothered to make new police dramas we can
have spectacular cinemas in our communities
that facilitate feasting and rowdy behaviour On
end to cultural homagel), And so the need for
commodities to compensate for the poverty of

our social fabric would be thrown asunder. For
example. I enjoy rockclimbiog but would I be
obliged to own a full set of expensive(ly
produced) climbing hardwear. Commodities
auto as this can be used communally within the
Fruits of safety, and a library fern, is the ideal
'management' system. This has fiarther
implications on the organisation of production of
material goods that can help solve the debate
between the advocarion ofsmallest selfmanaged
communities and a larger centralised production
system. Production of climbing hardwear could
be utilised within the factories that used to serve
this purpose and have physically survived the
revolution (climbing proletariat would have to
convince the once exploited shop floor workers
not to burn the factory down in anger I
celebration!) Powever, it is not necessarily those
who are located geographically close to the
factories who are obliged to work 365 days a
year in them. Organisation (centi'alisation?)
contains a balance of practicality and a balance
of reflecting the social conditions of the new
society. Thus, say. the climbing community of
Sheffield could migrate to the factory for a 2
week 'holiday' where they would take pail in
producing the tools to facilitate the pursue of
their pleasures and then replenish the local
'commodity' libraries in Sheffield.
This rather 'impractical' example is possibly
reflecting the social organisation of society.
Libraries could also be used to supply a ready
resource ofother, items (cameras, 'V(Rs, printing
machinery, bicycles, tools, hot air Williams,
Sound systems, skuba diving equipment, cots and
cradles,..) that required only maintenance and
no demand on their users to physically take pan
in producing them. Here we see the distinction
between workplace and community dissolving
and the only centralisation arising from specific
user groups such as as climbers etc (I do not to
a fetish for centralisation arising from the fact
that the cold climate of Sheffield is unsuitable
for pineapple growing though I wish to enjoy
pineapples in my that - neither though would we
require 'pineapple libraries',l)
Part of my strategy is in presenting this vision, in
daring to dream, however there are things that
could possibly be implemented now to facilitate
the struggle - free shops, other libraries (toys
etc), skill sharing (beyond the liberal martyrdom
of LETS). These can exist alongside our, efforts
to fight for an education that stresses change and
not compliance - a fight that is central to us as
library and information workers. We should be
prepared to talk about the relevance of what we
are doing, and about our hopes and fears.., this is
what I am trying to do here.
References
(I) 'Information as Commodity and Strategies for
its Negation' in Communist Headache 03.
(2) Useful material here is Negri's work on the
socialised worker, however I can recommend the
articles 'Technology and Class and The City.
Social Control and the Local State' both in
Subversion #17 (from Dept 10, I Newton Street,
Manchester, MI 111W)
(3) Of course, documentation and resistance to this has been evident. It even reached cover status in the Guardian 3011196 with the story
'Distant Voices, IF Lives,

PROCESSED WORLD
DOCUMENTS.
1. Letters Selection
Fellow Workers,
First of all I was pleased to receive the
sample copy of PW you sent, although a
few weeks later I received another copy
along with a notice to renew my subscription. Thanks. I do like Processed World
and have shown it to coworkers. They
dig the graphics.
Anyway I'm writing to bristly comment
on some of the points you raised in your
cover letter in order to clarify my views.
You say that, 'The mass interchangeable
nature of office work, and the enormous
transiency among white collar workers
indicates.,., that we have a different
relationship to Work than the one which
gave rise to the theory of Industrial Unionism." I think that you are mistaken. It was
precisely the 'mass, interchangeable nature of labor that accompanied the aggrati
egon of large numbers of workers in
moss production industries that gave rise
to the theory of Industrial Unionism in the
first place. Prior to this development,
production was carried on by relatively
small groups of skilled craftsmen in small
shops. Craft, or trade, unionism was the
form of organization worked out by these
skilled workers to meet the needs within
the prevailing organization of labor. Siamany, industrial unionism developed to
meet the needs of the ".worker created
by the new organization of labor. Indeed,
the lV had its greatest successes among
the migratory agricultural, timber, construction and mining workers of the West,
whose way of life and work were much
more transient than that of the "white
collar" worker of today. This was because
the concept of revolutionary class unionism made no hard and fast distinction
among industries, seeing each particular
industry as an integral pan of an overall
Industry; i.e., the production and distribution of goods and services to meet the
needs and wants of human beings. So, it
didn't matter if you were harvesting wheat
in August, cutting timber in September, or
working on a darn in October, you were
Mill part of the working class. The some
goes for the white collar worker who might
change jobs every six months.
The relationship of white collar workers,
including "information handlers,' to the
production process is not all that different
from that of blue collar workers. I'm a
programmer, I write and maintain software. The software I write and maintain is
decided on by my employer. I do not own
the means of production (i.e., the terminal
I use or the CPU that it's attached to), nor
the product (i.e., the program) of my toiL
How is this different from the situation of,
let's say, a millwright in a factory? None
that Ican see.
You may be right, self-identity may very
well be found outside the workplace, and
the worker identity, at least among the
People you hang with, but to my mind this
is not a good thing. I identify myself as a
worker because it is the one thing that
connects me, a moderately well-paid skilled
worker, with the low paid key-puncher
in order processing, the mail clerk, the guy
-- who picks up my garbage, the woman who
sews the soles on my sneakers AND That
separates me from my, and their, bosses. If
I were to identify myself as an artist,
philosopher, or whatever, these other

workers would be merely other people"
whose conditions of life and work would be
of no interest to me except, perhaps, as
objects of pity if their conditions were
particularly harsh or as objects of envy, if
their conditions were appreciably better
than my own. There would be no basis for
solidarity. This would lead me to remain
indifferent, or even hostile, to a particular
group of workers who were engaged in a
struggle with the employers. As a worker I
see that, though our work and levels of
compensation may be different, we are in
the same position in relation to the work
we do—powerless and expropriated—and
that the way to put an end to this common
wage-slavery is to organize ourselves in
opposition to those who hold the power
and rob us of the wealth we create.
PW emphasizes the voices of contemporary workers as writers, artists, poets,
historians, philosophers, etc., and that's a
good thing. The Industrial Worker, on the
other hand, emphasized the voices of
contemporary workers as workers, or it
should to my mind. This is important can
that we can resist being sucked into the
belief that we workers and our employers
are all pan of one human race with
identical interests and that if we'll just try
to cooperate, we'll all be better off.
The contemporary collapse of business
unionism (both trade and industrial) is due,
think, primarily to the restructuring of the
capitalist economies and the increased
stratification of the working class that has
been produced. In this Situation, I think
that the IVvWs concept of revolutionary
class unionism is most relevant. To realize
this concept it will be necessary to create
communities of resistance both within and
without the workplace that aim at the
abolition not of 'Work" but of wage
labor. It seems to me that before we can
get rid of all the useless work we do, we
have to get possession of the decisionmaking power to determine, collectively,
what is and what is not useful and
necessary work. This will take organization
and struggle, an organization and struggle
that will not happen if those who want to
see the abolition of this society take the
path of escape into marginal, self managed
businesses. As the saying goes, 'If not us,
who? If not now, when?"
Well, I think I've gone on long enough. I
hope all this clarifies my views, for what
they are worth. I'll sign off now and wish
you well.
In solidarity,
M.H.—Chicago, IL
DearM,H.,
Thanks a lot for your thoughtful response. / had begun to despair of intelligent dialogue resulting from sending out
my letter. I expected to receive a number
of highly critical letters, but didn't.
On this question of "mass interchangeability' and its relation to self-identity and
work, / agree with your invocation of the
historical experience of Wobbly organizing
among far poorer, far n,ore marginal workers in a broad range of occupations some years ago. / was frying to find some
discussion of how transience affected organizing in the IWW anthology or some
other old literature but failed to find
anything. It seem's that the working class
identity was so profound and clear at that
time that it wasn't necessary to worn,
about highly transient workers [al/Thg to
see their common predicament as workers. And of course, as I'm sure you know, the
immigrant communities that largely sustained Wobbly organizing, were tightly knit
And often had dynamic periodicals and
frequent cultural gatherings which some-

times became integral to strikes and other
Wobbly campaigns. So I would argue that
while early twentieth cenwrj industry introduced the mass worker role, the fate
twentieth century is suffering the psychological harvest of decades of mass work
and just as important, mass consumption.
We no longer think of ourselves as workers. You say you are a programmer and do
ste//see yo ui-self in your proletarian status. I
am a self-employed typesetter and graphic
artist and also identify with workers and
working class movement But I am painfully aware of how empty that sounds to others not already sharing such a perspective; in fact it sounds as distant and alien as
the exhortation of Christians to get saved!
So that's what we're (tying to do in PW,
find a new language and new connections
not dependent on (rightly or wrongly)
discredited categories and language. I
hope it's and clear that we are in favor of
workers self- organ/ta tion and the abolition
of wage- labor! You argue that the basis of
solidarity is a shared self-identity as
"worker." I really doubt it. Solidarity is
born out of practical necessities more than
any psychological self-conceptions. But if
the practical links between different kinds
of work remain opaque, and ever/one is
her 'people," practical struggles remain
remote. So how to prcceed? Why should
we spend our energies encoumg,ng people
to define themselves as their job, one of
the Worst pillars of the work ethic? I think
almost all workers have something better
to do than their jobs, and that's what a
radical workers' movement should be emphasizing. Might there be some way to top
Me reser,'oirs of creativity and community,
to excite people based on their desires for a
more fully human /jfe (which is why so
many think of themselves as musicians,
historians, dancers, photographers, etc.)?
Wobblies should advocate using the social
power on the job to achieve this more
complete life. I think this approach will
resonate with people as they are living
now, exploiting the widespread stifling of
creative capacities by the capita/is t system.
/ think you make a real mistake when
you identify my choice to make a living in
am environment of my own creation (at
least compared to a bankl), Where / have
much more control over the hours worked,
the way the work is done, and even
sometimes what kind of work I do, as an
"escape." Sure, it is an escape from the
worst kind of totalitarian nightmare, the
sort which prevails in large corporations.
But it is no escape from the basic logic of
our lives, the incessant buying and selling.
Finally, the escape of self-employment is
also the acceptance of a much less mediated relationship with the marketplace,
hardly an embrace of freedom.
/ want to engage in resistance that's fun!
I don't know if you think that's weak of
me, or frivolous, or whatever, but I think
pleasure is our best weapon, and we have
to fight for it all the time, in every arena,
especially political/social/industrial opposition/ think the widespread rejection of the
worker identity is extremely healthy, raising the interesting question of how do we
organize and use our collective social
power on a different basis with perhaps
more far-reaching goals than merely, as
the lWWpreamble has it, "organising] the
army of production, - to carey on produc6on when capitalism shall have been
overthrown. "A free future seems to me to
preclude concepts such as an "army of
production," irrespective of its goals. The
demise of the worker identity and its
replacement by a new individualism is at
worst ambiguous- I see no hope in tning to

convince people who have tried very herd
W find a creative role in life (usually
without any hope of nwkthg a living that
way, e.g. photographers, writers, etc.) to
reconceptualize their lives on the basis of a
meaningless job which they will only be at
for a couple of years at most. When they
are transient and move to a new place, ftis
usually an attempt to find work at their
creative goals, not to resume whatever
alienated office job they are leaving behind. But their engagement with the
Possibilities of their fives is morn profound
than the 40-hour-a-week worker at any
kind of job. And we need people with the
passion that gets Marc more involved with
their lives and makes them unwilling to
accept the £awdr,, choices left us by fate
capitalism. Individualism is a good beginning, and provides an opportunity for us to
Pressure the kind of social responsibility
and mutual aid doff combined with selfno riveted, responsible individuals, can acwally bring forth a different way of life.
Since you identi& as a worker, and do
compulerprog,vmn,'ng, how, do you ,e'atu to
the purpose of your work now? I assume
ft's largely useless, but I'd be curious to
know how you are it. And what is the role
of millions of bank, insurance, and real
estate workers in a liberated division of
labor? What is useful information? How
should we go about organizing that? How
will bank workers who (hypothetically)
organize themselves and expropriate Bank
of America, say, feel about the abolition of
said institution and the elimination of all
Mat information? Mightn't they feel they
should tight in save their jobs? Don't we
have to and a way out of that loop? By
continuing to insist on embracing work and
workers, as such, we reinforce people's
dependence on this abstraction known as
The Economy, when really it's high time to
make a break with this totally Obsolete
organize don of society.
/ know it's all pretty embryonic and far
from figured out. More dialogues are really
important right now.
Thanks again for your intelligent response. It came as a great relief to me, and
helps restore - some of my (admittedly
limited) faith in the IW'N. / look forward to
further exchanges.
Best wishes,
Chris Carisson

2. Article : What Work
Matters?
The Labor Movement has
stopped moving. Institutions,
primarily AFL-CIO trade unions,
long ago replaced workers as the
"active part of the "movement."
In the past two decades unions
and organized workers have been

outflanked by

the

widespread restructuring

of

completely

work through automation and
relocation. This institutional
legacy of earlier struggles is incapable
nature

of reconceptualizing the
of social opposition; to

expect otherwise is naive.

What do we want and how do we get it?
We want to take back our labor. It's
ours, and we at to decide what
society does! It is strategically disempowering-_dare I say "stupid"—to begin
from the premise that our revolutionary
activity must rest on our subordinate
positions. Trying to get improved wages
or conditions within an absurd toxic
and wasteful division of labor over
which no one has any meaningful
control is to pursue a future of childlike
dependence on either rulers or the
abstraction known as The Economy.
What is The Economy? it is all of us
doing all this work—a lot of it a waste of
timer But the media tells a different
story: we are chided for lacking "consumer confidence and scolded for
"hurting The Economy," or perhaps we
are counseled that "it's bad right now,"
as though The Economy was suffering a
transient medical problem that will pass
just like a cold.
Government as we know it is a major
pan of the problem not because it
stands in the way of business and the
market, but because it offers them the
ultimate guarantee of force, and has
proven its willingness to act. Unions are
also part of this. They have clear legal
responsibilities, primarily negotiating
Mad upholding legal contracts with large
companies, ensuring "labor peace"; they
ding to the law, hoping that eventually
the government will change the laws and
then enforce them to allow a new wave
of unionization. They imagine that they
will someday be allowed bath in the club
and once again enjoy a piece of an
expanding economic pie as they did
during the post-war period, when they
played an important - role in crafting
U.S. foreign and domestic policies by
purging radicals and communists and
becoming ardent cold warriors.
Labor-management cooperation succeeds when there is increasing wealth
to divide up at the bargaining table, and
workers are content to exchange control
over their work for increased purchasing
power. Those days are gone forever.
The U.S's much-vaunted "high standard of living"— the trough at which
trade unionism has fed its formerly fat
face so voraciously—is sinking fast.
Falling living standards are no accident. The effect of expanding international trade is to gradually equalize
wages and working conditions worldwide. The demise of union strength,
attributable in part to the emergence of
this world market with its billions of
I
ow-wage workers, is also in part a result
of unions themselves. Union bureaucrats who have helped pursue the imperialist policies of the U.S. through the
American Institute for Free Labor Development (MELD) and campaigns for
"democratic unions" have contributed
to is process which has already greatly
increased "Third World" conditions in
U.S. cities.
The reduction of high-wage industrial
work in favor of low-wage, part-time
service and information work was in
response to the equalizing forces of the
world market. As capital flows to areas

of optimal profitability, living conditions worsen in its wake, creating a
two-tiered society that signals misery for
the majority. It is a process that cannot
be derailed by an "honest" or even
"progressive" government enmeshed in
the unforgiving world market. Union
leaders who campaign for "jobs" are
either cynics or genuinely myopic. They
know as well as anyone who reads the
daily papers that the wave of restructuring that helped produce this "downturn
in The Economy has permanently
reduced the number ofworker, needed.
Today people band together as worken and take action when they iie
attacked and enraged, or desperately
frightened (and not always then). By the
time they are pushed to this extreme, a
large team of lawyers and managers has
already been planning for months or
years on using management's strategic
power to increase control and profits.
Workers' actions under union (and legal) control invariably correspond
closely to the script being written by the
company lawyers.
Of course no one expects radical ideas
from union leaders, whose primary
concerns are personal survival, pensions, their kids' college tuitions etc. As
every wave of layoffs, automation and
concessions hurls more people into the
daily transience and uncertainty that
increasingly characterize daily life in the
U.S., union bureaucrats merely seek
long-term guarantees for themselves as
institutional players at the Table of
Consensus, Any contract will do, as
long as the dues keep getting checked
off. Maybe they'll have to "tighten their
belts," lay offa secretary or two.
For these reasons a new wave of social
opposition must identify its strategic
concerns as distinct from those of unions. Those that do the work should
assume comprehensive control, through
their own activity, of their (our) work,
their purposes, and organization.
Workers have to begin thinking beyond
the logic of the system in which they find
themselves entrapped.
Time at the paid job is akin to "jail"
versus the "freedom" of time after work.
Work is wan if it's only a game now, it's
because it's in difficult to seriously challenge the power and designs of the
owners and their representatives.
Many people already pursue activities
and "work" that they rarely, if ever, get
paid for. In spite of the lack of "demand"
for this "work," they put serious committed energy into developing various
talents, skills, or tendencies because
their engagement with life demands
it—the satisfaction of their full humanity depends on it! What if the passion
that leads us to become musicians or
artists, or to pursue "second careers," or
"pay our dues' in the fields we are
interested in, were unleashed to redesign life itselP! As the people who "have better things
to do than work," we have to develop
our sense of self-interest, in stark opposition to the consensus for a "strong
economy." Tactics to expand our freedom RIGHT NOW will became dearer
as we share but we already know about
Points of vulnerability, openings and

spaces, creative obfuscation, unfettered
self-expression, utopian fantasizing, and
tried
ell now. Sometimes we'll find
allies at work, other times the pursuit of
our goals may need "outside help."
Given the sweeping changes of the
past two decades (computerization and
just-in-time production to name but two
examples), the fear of losing increasingly scarcejobs, and the thorough amnesia
that afflicts U.S. workers, liberals, and
even radicals, it seems unlikely that
social movements that break with the
logic of the marketplace will arise an the
job. However, such movements will still
face the question of work.
THE DUALISM OF WORK
The French writer Andre Goes has
argued that the extreme socialization of
modem industry and its reduction of
human labor to completely controlled
machine-like behavior has eliminated
the once radical vision of true workers
control of industry and society- The way
most work is structured in the global
factory precludes the possibility of a
Collective appropriation of the means of
production. In other words, 'taking
over" this messed up world and running
it "democratically" is neither truly possible nor desirable. A more thoroughgoing transformation of human activity
and society will be required. To look at
institutional solutions at the state level
or its opposite, is to gaze into th e past.
Those ideas were born embedded in a
division of labor and social system that
has consistently promoted exteme centralization, stratification, and hierarchy
based on power, wealth, race and gender.
If it is hopelessly anachronistic to
believe in the possibility of One Big
Union, or even a good government,
how do we democratically organize our
lives? What does democratic organization really mean? How come when we
"talk politics" we don't talk about real
issues like what do we do and why? How
can we "freely participate" in a system of
highly socialized labor and creatively
redesign the fabric of our lives at the
same time?
The marketplace and wage-labor impose a fatal break between our inclinations and duties. We are objects cast
about in the rough seas of the market.
rather than thoughtful subjects considering the zillions of ways in which our
lives could be better immediately, and
organizing ourselves to help bring it
about. We are locked into "careers" or
perhaps vicious cycles of underemployment, unemployment and bad luck,
instead of choosing from a smorgasbord
of useful activities needing attention,
from cooking, cleaning and caretaking,
to planting and building, along with a
variety of well-stocked workshops for
easy "self-production" ofessential items.
Why isn't it a common discussion
among people that life is so dismal when
it could be so fine?
Perhaps we can get something from
Gerz's concept of dualism at work. It's a
dualism we already face, but relatively
unconsciously. On the one hand, there
are certain basic tasks that most be time
"efficiently" to accommodate basic human needs worldwide—clean water and

sewage treatment, sustainable agriculture, adequate shelter and clothing, and
so on. On the other, are the countless
ways humans have developed to satisfy
thcmsclvcs and improve life, from culture and music to home improvements
and do-it-yourself-ism. In today', society, this dualism is experienced as an
unavoidable division between what we
do to "make a living," and what we do
when work is over and we are "free." Of
course, that "free" time is most often
defined by the Ilipside ofalienated work,
i.e. shopping, or other forms of alienated consumption. Nevertheless, it is
otiside ofwork that most ofus construct
the identities that we really care about
and that give us our sense concerning.
Calling what we do as work now
"necessary labor" is a confusing misnomer in our society since millions of
jobs are a to of time at best. But if a
social movement arises with enough
strength to create new ways of social life,
than the activities that belong on the list
of "necessary labor" could ultimately be
decided upon by a new, radically democratic society. Once these tasks are
identified and agreed upon, we can go
about the business of reducing unpleasant work to a minimum, making it as
enjoyable as possible, and sharing it as
equally as possible.
Such a new society would eliminate
billions of hours of useless work required by The Economy, from banking
to advertising, from excessive packaging
to unnecessarily -wide distribution networks, from military hardware and
software to durable goods built to break
down within a few years or even
months. Hundreds of areas of human
activity can be drastically reduced, altered or simply eliminated.
Imagine how easy it would be to take
care of medical problems if there were
no money or insurance, merely the
provision of services to those who needed them. There would still be medical
record-keeping, but it would only track
information for health needs, not information to be used for the pernicious ends
of insurance disqualification or other standard business crimes. Hospitals would
take care of people, not process insurance
forms, imagine! With ch, elimination of so
imagine! With the elimination of so
much wasted effort and resources, real
needs become much easier to meet.
Material security is guaranteed to all.
(There's plenty to go around already—
but thanks to the market most of us can't
afford much.)
With this kind of revolution the
wrong-headed demand for "Jobs" vanishes into thin air instead we are
overwhelmed (at least at first) by all the
work we need to do to create this new
free society—a great deal of it involving
the development of many new forms of
social decision-making and collective
work.
When we get things more or less the
way we like them our "necessary labor"
will fall to something like an easy five
hours a week each. Our free time then
stretches out before us with almost
unlimited possibilities. Most of us will
Set involved in iota of different things.
As people begin "working" at all the
things they like to do, under their own

pace and control, society discovers the
pleasant surprise that "necessary labor"
is shrinking since so much of what
people are doing freely is having the
effect of reducing the aced for highly
socialized, machine-like work.
Juliet Schor has discovered some
interesting statistics in her book The
Ooerworked4merican (See review on page
58). A 1978 Dept. of Labor study showed
that 84% of respondents wrand sllingly
exchange some or all of future wage
increases for increased free dine. Nearly
half would trade ALL of a 10% pay
increase for free time. Only 167a refuse
free time in exchange for more money.
In spite of overwhelming sociological
evidence of a widespread preference for
less work and more fun, many people
still fervently clutch the work ethic. For
them the connection between working
and getting -paid, earning your own
living, is deeply ingrained as a basic
element of self-respect. This sense of
self-respect is extremely vital knowledge
for human happiness, but somehow,
capitalism managed to link it to wage
labor. They want us to express our
self-respect through our ability to do
their work on their /cnzs. We deserve
respect, from others and from ourselves,
but not because we can do stupid jobs
well. When that happens our selfrespect has been bought and sold back to
us as a self-defeating ideology.
Nobody ever does anything that is
truly "theirs." Every part of human
culture and daily life, especially work, is
a product of millions of people interacting over generations. The fact that some
individuals invent things or "have ideas"
that become influential, doesn't make
those breakthroughs any less a social
product. That inventor's consciousness
is very much a product of the lives and
work of all those around him or her,
present and past.
If this is true, then what is the basis
for enforcing the link between specific
kinds of work and specific levels of
access to goods? In other words, why do
people ore
make so much
money
om
m
than otheb? More interesting still, in a
society freed from the mass psychosis
known affectionately as The Economy,
what relationship do we want to estab11th hetweenwork, skill, initiative, Iongent>', etc. and access to goodc?
O(rviousiy I'm not arguing for cone,
parable worth, or any strategy that gears
itself t6 simple wage increases as a goal.
In the exchange of wages for work we
I6sëany say over who, work is done and
why; at ljda point in history we at
redesign how we five, and we have to do
it intelligAndy or we will surely not
survive as ' human civilization (it's
barbaric ent'ugh already!).
A prosperous global society that is not
dominated h a world government and is
fun to live h3, and doesn't require an
abstract'devoton to work for its own
sake, is w ithinour grail . We have to
think about: e oca1 pa t,that still lies
at work k'.pitc of ; desire to
transform it- into '4Oflie. .. g - quite different.
*Wt
lag ourselves on thea&jf
- how do
we begin thiJC
- emnative
movement bakd onwhat . . ik value?
How can this new 1abogvçment"

glow organicaJl' out 0 ;èff
birts to
subvert the current syttcm4 ,
The unions from *onEt?Vth' to
"radical," still belie inSd hiist'oii the

ctM t3r

centrality of the work
~ 11
not conceive alternatives tothe yçokand-pay society because as institutiork
unions are embeddeda$thin and de ,
fined by that society. Radicals clingin
to the security blanker of "worker,t..
organizing" (especially in the hopeless
direction of rank-and-fide trade unionism) are embraci, g I dying society and
its obsolete division of labor. Who
pursue at this late date the stabilization
and maintenance (let alone improvement!) of is deal with capitalism, when
it's clearer than ever that we need deep,
systemic change that goes beyond mere
ecOnOmics"?
Never has it been more appropriate to
place on the front burner the classic
critiques of wage-labor and capitalist
society. The work ethic is a perverse
holdover from the worst extremes of the
narrow puritanism that contributed
greatly to the founding of this culture.
The compulsion to work—for its most
sake and as an ideological cattle prod—
is the battery acid that keeps this society
afloat even while it leads to widespread
corrosion within our hearts, relationships, and neighborhoods.
Although lattack the work ethic, I do
not attack hard work- Without doubt, a
free society will be a great deal of work,
involving both the free, creative and fun
stuff, and a fair share of the grind-it-out
rehabbing, reconstructing, and reinhabiting of our cities and countrysides.
People are not afraid or incapable of
hard, worthwhile work. Even the most
onerous tasks can be made more enjoyable. Many, if not most, enjoy work, in
reasonable and self-managed doses. But
few are able or willing to give that
passionate extra effort when they are
being paid to do a job all their lives.
Degradation accompanies being left out
of basic decisions about how you spend
your life, and perpetually being told
what to do.
Most of us go through life without
Finding meaning or satisfaction at work,
or if we're really lucky, we get some rn
small amounts now and then. The good
things that happen at work in this
society are almost invariably IN SPITE
of the organization, its activities, and
the way it's nm. When real human
connections are made and real needs
fulfilled, that is the essence of what all
• work should be- Of course it will be
difficult to feel that way about lots of
important things, like tending toxic
waste dumps. But society's goal, an4±c
target of a new socialppositbah ah, old
be gqpd IiWfor everyone. An eeol,'
cJy4biThd knktèrial abuñdaié, IAd
on non-mandatory but widel9 shared
shoi1'+k shifts at dethoc'ktically determincd "necesa,y iao.Ay is possible
'rightnMv.
The Lnnsof our political activity and
direct rusLoprome must take seriously the
basic cjüstions of 5ocial' power. It's
pretty dbvioüs who's got blue guns and
that they're comfortable losing- them.
Well never win a mili'zary conflict.
Pleasure is our strongest 1weapon. Life
could be so greatl Symbql,ic efforts may

be useful at first, but if v,e are serious
about radical change we pill eventually
have to grasp the even of power found
at work.
-

Ch,s Carisson
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3. Interview with Judi
Sari (A Shitraiser
Speaks)
fuJi Sari was born in Baltimore in 1949.
She attended the University f Maryland,
where she majored in
an Vietnam War

noting. Since college credit ii rarely given far
such activities, ,Judi was soon forced to drop
out of college with a political education but no
degree. She then embarked on a 20-,ear career
as a blue collar worker. During that time she
became active in the In ion movement and
helped lead two strikes—one of 17, 000 grocery
clerks in the Maylan&D C/Virginia area
(unsuccessfr4 smashed by the union bureaucrati) and one (niccesQ wilt/cal strike
against the U.S. Postal Senjice at the
Washington D. C Bulk Mail Center.
In 1979 fec/i moved to Noriheni Calfarnia, got married and had babies. After her
divorce in 1988, she suppo,ted her children by
working as a carpenter bulWing yuppie houses
out of old-growth redwood. It was this
contradiction that sparked her women in Earth
First/
As an Earth First! organizer, Judi became
a thorn in the side of Big Timber by bringing
her labor experience and sympathies into the
environmental movement. She built alliances
with timber, workers while blockading their
operations, and named the timber corporations
and their chief executive officers as being
responsiblefor the destruction aftheforest.
In 1990, while on a publicity tour for
Each First! Redwood Summer , Judi was
nearly killed in a car-bomb assassination
attempt. Although all evidence showed that the
bomb was hidden under Judi's car seat and
moralists, kill h,n police and FBI arrested her
(and colleague Darryl Cheniey) for the bombing, saying that it was their bomb and they
were knowingly carying it For the nat eight
weeks they were subjected to a police orchestrated campaign in the national and local
press to moe them appear guilty of the
bombing. Finally the district attorney declined
to press charges for lack of evidence. To thi s
day the police have conducted no serious
investigation of the bombing, and the bomber
remains at large.
Crippled for life by the explosion, Judi has
returned to her home in the redwood region and
resumed her work in defense of the forest, She
and Dar,yl are also suing the FBI and other
police agenciesforfalse arrest, presumption of
guilt, and said rights violations. Judi now
lives in Wit/its, Caljfornia with her two
children.
Chris Carisson: Where do you
stand on the Work Ethic?
Judi Bad: Totally against it; It is

absolutely sick!
CC: What do you think of as
human nature" when it comes to
work and useful activities? How does
the existing order encourage or ob-

struct this "nature"? How does workplace organizing tap into this "na-

ture"?
JB: I think people like to work if work
is not alienated, not artificially construed by the system that makes it pure
hell, that goes against every instinct.
But I think that work, meaning like
what you need to do to provide sustenance, that in itself as a concept is not
something that people mind. I think that
working ridiculous amounts of hours
including B a day or 40 a week is nor
"natural," but I think working is something that's natural and enjoyable and I
think that without any work people in
general would not feel comfortable. But
work needs to be completely redefined
from what it is right now. Now it is pure
oppression. What did you say, 30% of
work is unnecessary? Absolutely
TRUE! Not only is it absolutely unnecessary, but the method by which - it's
organized is horrible. It goes against
everything, you have to suppress every
instinct of enjoyment that you have in
your being to go and put yourself in one
ofthese stupidjobs. tlau&iter]
CC: And workplace organizing?
,JB: Hey it makes work fun. I only
had one job when I actually liked the job
itself and that was being a carpenter. I
enjoyed the job, I enjoyed being able to
build something that was beautiful and I
was proud of myself for being able to
read the plans and figure it out. But all
the other jobs I had I hated. Physically
standing at a cash register, or unloading
a truck or whatever, or standing at a
bottling line, making the same motion
over and over all day long. The jobs
totally sucked, but organizing was really
fun. It gave me something to think
about and do at work. Fm not saying
"would the end result of organizing
under capitalism be an enjoyable job?"
No! We have to completely rearrange
the way we work and what we call work
before it would be enjoyable. But what
do we do in the meantime while we're
waiting for the revolution? The only
way to be able to stand a job is to raise
shit there. That's just personal experience, that's not political theory. [laughter]
I [had] a job at a post office factory.
Everybody worked under one roof and
the conditions were outrageous. It was
85% black, mostly from the inner city,
right across the Maryland line in the
inner suburbs. We didn't even bother
with any of the three different unions or
their meetings. We did direct action on
the workroom floor, put out an outrageous newsletter [Postal Strife] that was
real funny, lampooning management.
We weren't allowed to strike against the
government, that was illegal and we'd
get fired, so we had a "walk-in" where
we met on both shifts and walked into
the manager's office. We had sick-outs
and slow-downs and trash-ins and
sabotage days, and we got control of the
whole factory—it also took about oneand-a-half years. It peaked in a wildcat
strike which was actually successful.
[Postal Strife] wasn'tjust reporting on
it was instigating things.
things.
-

. .

When we first started to get power, at
one point 'Mix Julie" decided to be
generous and offer us all a Xmas party.
So on company time we were Forced to
attend this Ti We weren't allowed to
V outside and smoke pot or to go out to
lunch, and this was her big generous
thing. Then it turned out that it was
illegal, because on company time she
wasn't allowed to do that because we
would have to work all this overtime
because the machinery didn't work, so
she was going to get in a lot of trouble.
So she changed her mind and decided it
was off the clock, and she was going to
dock us all for two hours because she
had forced us to go to this party. People
were really' pissed. She called in the
union to break the news to them, to ten
them "this is the problem, and what can
we do about it?" and the union rep said
"oh, it's ok you can have the hour." But
then Miss Julie realized that that
wouldn't mean anything. So she did
something completely illegal in is plant
with a recognized bargaining unit, she
called in the leaden of Postal Strife [our
newsletter/group] because she knew
that if we didn't agree to it that it wasn't
going to fly. We came in as dirty as we
could and sprawled on her white
couches. She said she wanted her hour
back, and we said "well, - what are you
going to give us? How about 15 minute
breaks?" We had no authority to bargain
at all. So she said, OK, I can't officially
give you 15 minute breaks but unofficially we won't make you go back, we'll
give you an extra 5 minutes, but it'll be
under the table." We said we can't talk
For people on the shop Iloor, and we had
to talk to them and see what they would
say. So we walk out. Then she discovers
that she's made another mistake: it's
totally illegal to bargain with us when
there's an exclusive bargaining agent.
So she's pleading with us not to tell
anyone, and we wrote the whole story
up and drew a picture of her crying,
'please give me my hour back!" [laughtel We really began to erode heir power
and gain power way before we gained
official power.
CC: That's a question I always find
interesting. Don't you think there's
actually more power at that moment
than what you had with formal control?
JB: No, the most power we got was
afterwards, because first we did this
actual real work— there was a peak and
an ebb— First there was this peak of real
live worker control become—We had a
quote of the month in the paper, which
was 'it,, way I look at overtime, is the
first B hours I got to put up with them,
the last 2 hours they got to put up with
me." That really was the truth. They
couldn't get anyone to do any work on
overtime, and not much the rest of the
day when they were giving us overtime.
One time the safe was locked (with our
paychecks) and we were on night shift,
and the only key was at Miss Julie's
house, she lived in Virginia, so we
formed is posse in the middle of the
workroom floor, and we were about to
walkout and,drive to her house at 11:30
at night, and they suddenly found the
key. [laughter] We had real raw power,
OK? When we had the strike and after

we walked out on strike the union fell
apart and we at the control of the
union. That's when we really for power.
Then we had the official power, and the
respect of the workers, which was based
on real direct action and real selfempowerment, so we startedsubstantially changing the working conditions,
including sneaking a Jack Anderson
reporter in, and got two national articles
written absinthe place.
I didn!t have to work anymore. 'used
to spend my whole day on the shop
floor. I used to have to sneak out to do
these little things, but then when I was
Shop Steward I could spend the whole
day, S hours a day, raising hell, it was
great! I got paid for it! We really
changed the working conditions, we
changed the personnel, and they weren't
getting away with shit. And what happened is that the working conditions got
better.
'was the Chief Shop Steward and the
coalition began settling for things and
selling out and things began to fall
apart, so now we worked 40 hours a
week instead of 60-80, the supervisors
weren't as nasty to us, it wasn't as
dangerous and the new people that came
in started to be more conservative.
Some of the real radicals started to be
less radical. I knew, the manager didn't
know, but I knew that we no longer had
the support on the shop floor. So I was
living on a shell, I could get this guy to
give up grievances because he thought
that I could mobilize the workroom floor
with the snap of a finger. The fact is I
couldn't anymore, because people had
gotten way conservative because working conditions were better. I quit to
move to California before he figured out
that we didn't really have rank and file
power anymore. But we really did, and
the peak was when we assumed official
power after the strike, before it got so
soft that people got conservative.
CC: In retrospect, do you imagine
you should have gone in a different
direction after you got official power
to avoid this "bourgeois-ffication"?
JB; I don't know. The problem is that
our pals were limited. It doesn't matter
how no we were, the biggest thing we
were asking for was better working
conditions for our factory that employed
800 people. We weren't asking to overthrow the wage system, we didn't have a
political context in which we were
operating, other than using very radical
tactics to win workers' demands. Maybe
it would have moved someplace else,
maybe another factory that we were
working with, or maybe it would be
another issue, but we would have had to
have some kind of thing that were
beyond those narrow demands.
CC: Because those are satisfiable,
essentially?
JB: Yeah, without changing the basic
problem, y'know, which is this whole
industrial organization, etc.
CC: Did you keep in touch with
this place after you left? Did they go
through is big wave of automation and
restructuring?
JB: I still have some friends there,
but no, it's still the same old machinery.

They combined some of the functions,
but it's basically the same structure. All
of the gains that were made were all
lost. The bulk mail wave of restructuring was in the '70s, I don't know what
happened in the 'SOs except that we lost
all the gains. AU the hulk mail centers
had these really bad working conditions,
and throughout the history of them
there were lots of spontaneous walkouts,
that never led to better conditions. The
difference was that our effort did. There
were S places that went on strike when
we did: New York, Richmond California and us, and we were the only ones
that didn't get fired. The rest of them all
got fired. They lost their demands.
Since we were not even an of a larger
postal group, we weren't even part of a
TDU [Teamsters for a Democratic
Union]. We were just a single factory,
we communicated with the other ones
that went on strike, but there wasn't any
larger organization at all, there wasn't
even a way of spreading it throughout
the postal workers, much less expanding
it to larger demands. I think that's one of
the reasons why it was so easy and
successful, is that it was such a small
movement with limited demands. But
that doesn't mean it wasn't a good thing
to do because it gave people the experience of successful collective action,
probahly the First in their lives.
CC: Maybe their last.
JB: Yeah, right. Now it's this legend.
this thing that happened in the past, and
everything settled back to the way it
used to be. . . and the postal workers
have lost a lot of ground. The postal
workers had a nationwide wildcat strike.
It was the most recent nationwide wildcat and that's when they won collective
bargaining rights, believe it or not, it was
1970. They didn't even have integrated
unions in 1970. The US Post Office had a
black union and a white union! Isn't that
amazing? There was a spontaneous rebellion against really bad conditions, but
back in 1970,h, postal workers had a lot
of power, a lot more than they knew,
because at any one time 25% ofthe U.S's
monetary supply was tied up in the
mail, OK? When they called in the
Army to break the strike (the postal
workers have an inordinate number of
Army veterans because they give you a
10 point preference on the test ifyou're a
veteran), a lot of them were sympathetic
because of the other Army people that
worked there, So the Army people has
were brought in—well, the workers
sabbed [sabotaged] the stuff as much as
they could, and a lot of the Army people
contributed to sobbing it, and fucked
everything up. So they got really lucked
up In a very short into it was like a one
week strike, and the whole mail was tied
up in knots, and a big piece of the
monetary supply, to they had to scode
the strike, and they recognized bargaint
ing power in 1970 for a national union.
I don't know of any other national union
that was first recognized in 1970, or
even anywhdre near that. Now, with fax
machines and electronic funds transfer,
the postal workers have much less
economic power than they did in 1970.
They wouldn't even have the capacity to
pull offsuch a strike if they wanted to,

CC: Get ready for the privatization
of mail.
JB: Oh, absolutely!
CC: The fact is that most of what
we do is a waste of time. Our politics
has to really emphasize the uselessness ofwork. That has to be upfront.
JB: We really do our political work in
different cultures. Yours is one that is at
the forward end of the techological
bullshit, in the evolution of the society
from industrial to technological. But Fm
working with retro, with what's left of
the old industrial proletariat. So I think
there's different value systems at play.
The work ethic is very important. One
of the reasons why the timber workers
will relate to me more than most
environmentalists is because they know
I am by career a blue collar worker. The
idea of not working is really offensive to
them in fact, that's the big thing they
always say to the hippies, why don,
these people get a job?" So what do we
say? "Cut your job, get some hair!"
[laughter] I live in a place where they
shaved hippies' dreadlocks in jail, I
mean, what year is this? Were living in
.it., warp. Really, we're talking about
different centuries here certainly different decades.
Med-to Chris and! have talked about
this a lot: How on you organize
people to get rid of their jobs? How
do workers get organized with their
main purpose to eliminate their jobs?
JB: There needs to he some other
Asir. of what there is to do- I dour
really see us at that stage yet. We know
this is wrong. We know that this is NOT
it, whatever it is, it's not this. [laughter]
And I think people can relate to that,
and it gives them room for their own
creativity. I think I have a problem with
organizers feeling like they have to have
all the answers, NOW. Part of the
problem is that we have to think collectively and figure it out and it has to be
based on our collective experience. And
we haven't even had that experience yed
CC: How do you feel about the
average person's ability to participate
in a process no that? I think everybody's got a great capacity for
thought, but I don't think very many
people have much experience or
practice or natural native talent for
cooperative group processes.

JB: Well, I don't know about native
talent, its certainly been bred our of us.
It's a problem trying to organize in this
society —I don't think there's ever been a
society as brainwashed as this one The
whole workplace, the way it's set up is
designed to make you into an automaton. It's hard but those little glimmers
that we do get ARE so much more fun
and so much more fulfilling than anything anybody's done in their life.
CC; A lot of time the things that
cause people to band together in
union, whether it's a legal institution
or not (I personally favor the informal approach)—! think a lot of times
the impulses that get people motivated to take that kind of action are
somewhat conservative. They're
worried, they're afraid, they want to
defend themselves. They're not really
looking at the big picture, and saying
"well, ,jeez, this whole way of life is

ridiculous and some bigger change
has to happen." Now I'm not saying
some kind of religious transformation
has Co take place across the
all of a sudden everybody agrees that
it's all bullshit and let's stop and do
something else, but I don't see much
hope for a political movement based
on worker organizing that doesn't
- have at least its eyes set on that goal.
JB: Yeah because the whole way we
work is ridiculous. People are really
alienated from the way that they work
because its ridiculous.
CC: People are pretty afraid to
embrace that kind of vision.
JE; Because you don't just start from
that. You have to start where people
are. You have to have one eye on where
people are and one eye on where we
warina be. To try to start from way
here, that may scare people off. But
after they have a little experience with
- self-empowerment through a movement, then more broad ideas come up
and begin to be discussed, and people
become more open to more ideas when
they start seeing change and start seeing
that they're able to make change. . It
doesn't mean you have to start within
these little narrow confines, but you
can't be so miles out in front of people
that they cant relate to what you're
saying.
CC: I agree with that, but often
times an idea as simple and direct as
'most of the work we do is a waste of
time and no one should do it" is
treated as an out-of-bounds idea.
JB: No, people love if Everybody
agrees. But after that idea comes, you
have to ask "can we do anything about
it?"
CC: Right.
JB: I guess that's where it's an
out-of-bounds idea, it's that they don't
think that there's anything they can do
about It. I think that's because people
haven't experienced collective action.
CC: You said that we have to go to
where people are. Now that's often a
code expression for bread and butter
issues.
JE: No, I didn't say we have to go
where people are, I said we have to keep
one eye on where people are and one eye
on where we wanna be, that's different
than saying we have to go where people
are.
CC: You're still in a perspective
where you're making certain analytical judgments about where people
are, and trying to reach to that
position from another position that
you don't think they're ready for yet.
JBi No, it's not that I don't think
they're ready for my vision of a perfect
world, since I don't even know my
vision yet. I gotta interact with the
- people to find out WHAT we are
collectively capable of doing. Its notjust
my ideas to be imposed on the group,
it's that we're gonna get this group
together and see where our collective
ideas take us.
CC: The incredible power of recuperation. . . That's why I keep stumbling around these questions of vision, what's going to inspire people Lu
a passionate way to get out of the
-box? The logic of immediate issues,

whatever they might be, tends to be
rooted in a conservative impulse, a
defensive strategy. The notion that
people are gonna somehow engage in
a "process" around that, and that's
going to lead to a day when they have
a broader, more assertive Life. . . I
don't see why one would lead to the
other at all.
JB: OK. Well, let's look at it up here,
because this is a different situation, ifs
much less a traditional workerist kind of
thing. What we have is this dual
economy and dual culture—marijuana,
timber, hippies, stompers, so we have
these two kind of parallel things. The
most significant thing that this small
group that I work with has done is to
link the two. We've got this back-to-the
-land movement grown up 20 years, a
whole generation older now with adult
kids. Pedple have experimented with
"simple lifestyles," and ended up in
hippie palaces. There's kind of this
vision of ecotopia, of a society that lives
in harmony with the earth and with each
other, and offers a new way of relating
and organizing the whole of society,
right? It's a larger vision. The shorter
thing we've fought life and death battles
over is the survival of the ecosystemteally trial by fire out here. We've won
some really important victories, but by
and large the county's been clearcut.
Now what's happening is that the timber
companies are leaving, they're done,
they're packing up and leaving. Normally what happens at this stage is
gentrification comes in, the wineries
and the yuppies, and all that stuff, and
marching behind that comes real estate
development.
So now we're at a turning paint, and I
am absolutely not predicting that this is
going to happen because we're up
against tremendous forces, including
the fact that they're willing to kill and
use sophisticated psychological operations and all this other stuff, 5o now
we're at this place where the timber
companies are leaving, and what is
there in their place? Well there's this big
movement now for some economy based
on restoration. The money of course i--ping to have to come from outside,
because our resource base has been
removed via clearcutting. There's lots of
poverty pimp money being thrown for
other things, they're talking about
spending $200 million to buy forest
parcels from Hurwitz, and we say he
doesn't own it, he crashed an S&L to get
the money to work with Michael Milkin
to take over Pacific Lumber, so debtfor-nature swap - don't give any money
to Hurwitz, the same money you've got
to pay off Hurwitz should go to the
community to fund an economy based
on restoring the forest. In the process of
restoration there's some products that
can come out of it, but I don't think
there's enough to base an economy on.
But some kind of alternative economy
—Willits calls itself the Solar Capital of
the World, and they have all these little
solar experiments, and solar cars. Then
there's the marijuana economy, and the
hemp movement. So now we're at this
juncture where it can either go the
traditional way of moving into gentrification or we could seize the initiative

here at this particular juncture to turn
away from the traditional capitalist
model and try to find another way to do
it. Then I think it could be theoretically,
possible. I think the only way it could
happen, what I think I got almost killed
for, is you've got all this timber land
that's totally trashed out, and if it isn't
held in tn'st for a long time the whole
ecosystem is going to collapse. The only
way that getting the land into trust]
could happen would be if the county
used its power of eminent domain to
seize all the corporate timberlands.
Well, I guess they'd come in with the
tanks, it would never happen, would it?
CC: So what's going to excite people now? Certainly it's not because
they're workers that they're going to
get involved with anything. On the
other hand, as we know perfectly
wall, the real social power that exists
to really fuck with the system is found
in the workplace. So there's strategic
power there, but it's not necessary
that there be this psychological identification.. , It's basic to Wobbly
philosophy and to most proponents of
labor organizing, that you have to
somehow act on your social function
as a worker, as opposed to thinking
about taking advantage of the strategic power at work as a part of
something elseJB: We worked with the workers on
workplace issues, and we formed alliances on broader issues, and pretty soon
the workers that we were defending on
the PCB spills were defending us on the
destruction of the forest, So the people
in Earth First! who say I'm a sell-out for
wanting to work with workers in extracthe industries, well, I call it the "Future
Ex -Logger Coalition" because by the
time that the/re ready to work with us,
they've had it with the job.
CC: So do you think they really
embrace an ecological agenda?

JB: Oh well they certainly do, yeah.
In fact, interestingly. , when I interviewed workers I asked about working
conditions. But what made them begin to
question the company in many cases were
sentiments like "I went out to my favorite
spot and it was gone. You know I used to
take any son fishing, and now there's no
more fish.' One of the episodes at the
Fort Bragg rally was the famous dramatic
confrontation in the middle of town when
the Earth First rally comes face to face
with the yellow'ribbon-waving-crazeddrunk-alcoholic-abusive ranting and
raving, and we offer them the microphone. These three loggers get up there
and the first two just rage, and then the
third one is up, and he's 5th generation
with the whole accent, and the whole trip,
(we didn't know him, he was not a plant,
he was somebody we'd never worked with
before), and he said 'You all know me,
I grew up with area He addressed the
loggers, and he said "I used to log in the
summer and fish in the winter, and now
there's no more logs and no more fish. I
never wanted to put my family on welfare, but I put my family on welfare because I can't do this anymore, I can't
keep destroying this place I love," And he
said he was going to dedicate his life to
opening a recycling center, so he can
have right livelihood. There is a group

of eat-timber workers who want to do
some kind of reparations and right liveEnded. The coalition of people who criticized us from the environmental movement, who criticized us for advocating
the interests of extractive industry workers, they don't understand what we're
doing at all Not in any way, shape or
form are we advocating traditional
unionism, even though we had Georgia
Pacific workers wearing IWW buttons to
work. These (logging] companies are
almost done, they're outta here. Right
now Georgia Pacific's redwood section is
less than IV. of the overall operation.
It's basically a pulp and paper company,
primarily based in the south. Then they
have this little Western Division up here
that does redwood, and it consists of one
big mill. Before they would recognize a
Wobbly union they would definitely close
the mill. There's just no question that we
don't have a single chance in organizing
for traditional labor goals. Were looking
at an industry that's on its way out. 'What
were talking about is what we're going
to do after it leaves, and how we're going
to se2e connul of our community so that
we CAN do what we think needs to be
done after it leaves. That's the broader
question that we're working on, is community control of our community so that
it won't be turned into yuppies, and the
timber workers won't be displaced. Right
now we're controlled by out-of-state
corporations.
CC: I wonder how you imagine
controlling the outside capital that
might be coming in?
JB: 'don't think you can solve all the
problems without a revolution! We
advocated for the workers who got PCB
dumped on them, we advocated for the
worker who got killed in a Ukiah mill
and got criminal charges brought
against Louisiana-Pacific, we interviewed workers about their working
conditions, but that's the narrower
thing, and we're also talking about this
broader thing of resource destruction, of
out-of-town evil corporation. The alliance with workers based on workplace
issues has been translated into a larger
question of the resource base, and the
height that it or to was demanding the
eminent domain seizure of the timber
industry by the county.
CC: Socialism in Mendocino County!
JB: You know what happened after
we did that, besides that they tried to kill
me for it. . - We started from workplace
problems, we went to resource destruction, and then we staned to demand
eminent domain seizure. That was certainly taking it into a broader cohtexd
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Relative Pay Levels
'Simple-minded labourers reacted to the new system by smashing the machines they
thought responsible for their troubles.' E.J 1-lobsbawm describes the Luddites in The Age
of Revolution' p55.
snob (snob)n La person who strives to associate with those of higher social status and
who behaves condescendingly to others. Collins English Dictionary.
'What, then, is the Value of Labouring Power?
Like that of every other commodity, its value is determined by the
quantity of labour necessary to produce it. The labouring power of a man
exists only in his living individuality. A certain mass of necessaries must
be consumed by a man to grow up and maintain his life. But the man, like
the machine, will wear out, and must be replaced by another man. Beside
the mass of necessaries required for his own maintenance, he wants
another amount of necessaries to bring up a certain quota of children that
are to replace him on the labour market and to perpetuate the race of
labourers. Moreover, to develop his labouring power, and acquire a given
skill, another amount of values must be spent. For our purposes it suffices
to consider only average labour, the costs of whose education and
development are vanishing magnitudes. Still I must seize upon this
occasion to state that, as the costs of producing labouring powers of
different quality differ, so must differ the values of the labouring power
employed in different trades. The cry for an equality of wages rests
therefore, upon a mistake, is an insane wish never to be fulfilled. It is an
offspring of that false and superficial radicalism that accepts premises and
tries to evade conclusions. Upon the basis of the wages system the value
of labour power is settled like that of every other commodity; and as
different kinds of labouring power have different values, or require
different quantities of labour for their production, they must fetch different
prices in the labour market. To clamour for equal or even equitable
retribution on the basis of the wages system is the same as to clamour for
freedom on the basis of the slavery system. What you think is just or
equitable is out of the question. The question is: What is necessary and
unavoidable with a given system of production?
After what has been said, it will be seen that the value of labouring power
is determined by the value of the necessaries required to produce, develop,
maintain, and perpetuate the labouring power.'
From 'Wages, price and profit' ......Karl Marx 1865 (Selected works,
Progress Publishers p 208)
The question I wish to examine is whether the passage above gives a
satisfactory account of the various levels of wages.
The class of people who do not have to sell their labour power to live are
small. These are the bourgeois, they own capital and buy labour power. To
own sufficient capital to not have to sell your labour power you have to
have perhaps £112 million. This would give you an annual income of
perhaps £30,000 per annum. The rest of us have to work, we have to sell
labour power.

If you read the revolutionary press you see two images of people. One is of
our oppressors, capitalists looking arrogant at Ascot and the guardians of
state power - the judges and the police, usually pictured attacking workers.
The other is of the oppressed, either as victims or as strugglers. We see
picket lines, pictures of victorious or at least determined strikers, homeless
people, the desperate poor, refugees and rioting prisoners. This polarised
representation of society is both a wish and an assertion. As a wish it
reveals the dream of every Marxist, society finally dividing into two
implacably hostile classes as the prelude for the revolutionary overthrow of
the appropriators of surplus value by the exploited. As an assertion the
image emphasises the class nature of society, a profound truth that requires
stating since it is systematically denied in all official discussion of society.
But there-are dangers in such a presentation. Differences in the wage levels
of those who sell their labour power are not just a mere detail, they are of
profound social, economic and political significance. How much you can
sell your labour power for determines the nature of your life beyond
anything else.
The differential in wages is huge, between the best paid and the worst paid it is
perhaps twenty times. This might be dismissed as an extreme claim since relatively
few earn £150,000 a year, although, of course, many earn £7,500. But there are
large groups where the differential is at least three times, say between those who
earn around £10,000 per annum and those who earn £30,000 per annum. The
lives and political interests of these two groups appear to me to be very different.
Some consequences of wa ge differentials.
The existence of this spectrum of wages has massive social consequences. There is
continual Competition to move 'up the social ladder and there is the constant
insecurity of falling down. While socialists argue that the only way workers can
improve their lot is through collective action to improve their pay rates, much of
the time a far more realistic chance of earning more is by getting promotion or by
getting extra skills and moving job. Working class people expend greater effort in
this direction than they do in collective action. Even when resigned to no
promotion, workers can at least hope that their children will fare better in the
labour market than they did. When workers do organise collectively to struggle for
better wages they seldom argue for the overthrow of capitalist relations or even the
improvement in pay for all low paid workers, they usually argue that their pay
should be improved relative to another, similar, group of workers. Pay
differentials are a constant source of division between workers and thus provide a
shield to those who own capital.
Left-wingers are trapped by the same situation. A life given to the cause does not
bring many material rewards. Able working-class activists face the same dilemma
as their work mates - if you cant get promoted or get a better job you stay at the
bottom of the heap. The bureaucracies of the workers movement offer one route to
a more comfortable living standard. Man's insistence on the stupidity of the
demand for equal wages is one assertion he made that all trade union officials will
gladly defend. The relatively generous pay of trade union officials provides a route
out of low paid work for a few. It also gives a significant lever for controlling the
unions. Sequestration threatens the living standards of the full-timers so they
ruthlessly suppress any hint of unofficial action. And once union laws render all

industrial action potentially unlawfull the officials are under pressure to repudiate
all industrial action.
If the differential in wages is accepted as being of great significance, can we agree
that Man's analysis of the value of labour power satisfactorily accounts for this
differential, between for example, the wages of a headmaster, a Civil Engineer, a
consultant surgeon, a senior local authority planning officer, a university
academic, a lorry driver, a cleaner, a shop worker, a refuse collector and a factory
worker.
['hree reservations about Marx's explanation of the value of labouring power
Mans explanation of wages differentials is clear:
'Like that of every other commodity, its value (of labouring power) is determined
by the quantity of labour necessary to produce it.' This is a clear statement of the
source of the differential between wages. Marx then explores the components that
compose and maintain the race of labourers'. He concludes:
After what has been said, it will be seen that the value of labouring power
is determined by the value of the necessaries required to produce, develop,
maintain, and perpetuate the labouring power.
So wages depend upon the value put into training and the value required for each
labourer to sustain himself and to produce the next generation of labourers.
Several objections may be raised to this analysis:
1) In his analysis of other commodities, Marx differentiates between the value of
those commodities (the average socially necessary labour time required to produce
them) and the price of those commodities in real exchange. He does not
differentiate between the price of labour (the wage) and its value. Other
commodities are produced under capitalist relations of production for the market in
the factory. The next race of labourers', the commodity 'labour power', is
produced in the family and in the education system. As Susan Himmelweit
explains in - 'A Dictionary of Marxist Thought - Blackwell p5i7
'Unlike other commodities, however, labour power is not produced under
capitalist relations of production, and the value of labour power therefor undergoes
no transformation into a price of production as the price around which, for other
commodities, the market price fluctuates'. (Susan Himmelweit - - A Dictionary of
Marxist Thought - Blackwell p517)
2)
'Beside the mass of necessaries required for his own maintenance, he wants
another amount of necessaries to bring up a certain quota of children that are to
replace him'. This does not explain why a headmaster is paid three times as much
as a van driver. Why should a headmaster require three times the 'necessaries for
his own maintenance' than a van driver? It is a dangerously circular argument middle class people are paid twice as much as working class people because
they have to sustain a middle class life style! A child that has been brought up in
the family of a headmaster has enjoyed a far more affluent upbringing than the
child of a van driver. What does that child then have that enables her to command
three times the wage of the van driver's child on the labour market?

The second determinant of wages is the value added to labour power in
3)
training. Again, the process is likened to the production of other commodities
under capitalist production relations. For example, an intermediate commodity
such as steel bar might be bought by a capitalist bolt manufacturer and worked up
into bolts whose value would be formed by the value of the bar plus the value of
variable and constant capital expended in the working up. So, Marx argues, skilled
labour power has a value formed by the addition of value in the form of the labour
involved in training up unskilled labour power to the value invested in that labour
power when it was a child in a family. But schools and universities do not buy
students from families and then sell them on, at a profit, to employers. Most
schooling and virtually all further and higher education is funded and organised by
the state. Even private schools are heavily state subsidised and are not run as profit
making organisations. Again, when training is considered, the way that labour
power accrues value is significantly different from all other commodities.
The formation of wage structures
Let us look at how wage structures are formed within capitalist economies.
We consider the question first from the point of view of an individual capitalist
enterprise and secondly from the point of view of capital as a whole.

The individual capitalist.
Because of concentration, the important capitalist enterprises are now large
organisations collectively owned by numerous shareholders. The capitalists
owning large enterprises do not manage them. However, the major shareholders
will have a strong influence on overall corporate policy. They will be kept closely
informed of the strategic planning of the enterprise and will elect the members of
the board. The performance of the company, its ability and prospects of making
profit, will be judged by capital in general and the judgement reflected In the
motion of the share price. But the capitalists who live off the surplus value
produced by the wage labour employed by the company will not directly manage
that company. This then is the first point. In large enterprises, the day to day
control and direction of the labour force is conducted by wage labour. Workers are
hired whose use value is to direct other workers. This is true from the work-shop
foremen, through section and departmental managers up to senior managers
answerable directly to the board. Personnel officers are included in this group. The
management of the company strives to make the company as profitable as possible.
Under the pressure of competition in the market place the company must try to
produce the maximum socially necessary labour from its work force for the least
expenditure of wages. The management are delegated the power of capital to
exploit their fellow workers on behalf of capital with the sanction of dismissal at
their disposal for workers unable or unwilling to produce sufficent surplus value.
Of course no enterprise can afford to employ the least skilled, weakest and most
stupid staff .....so an enterprise must pay more for particular skills it requires and
will have to compete with other enterprises for those skills on the labour market.
But a company also has to face its labour force as a collective entity. if capitalists
are to pay professionals to run their enterprises then it is essential that those they
pay identify with the aims of the owners of the firm rather than the workers that
they are employed to direct. Similarly, the management of the firm will face a
united workforce if all its workers are on the same pay. So wage differentials are

necessary forth e capitalists both to buy off a group of workers willing to run the
enterprise and these managers in turn need wage differentials to divide the
workforce that they are employed to control.
Such differentials are not just arbitrary inventions, Man points out that equal
wages would not be possible under capitalism. The cry for an equality of wages
rests therefore, upon a mistake, is an insane wish never to be fulfilled. Clearly
not all labour power is of equal value, most people can stack shelves in a supermarket but it needs a long training and great dedication to be a ballerina or a lest
pilot. The point is that labour power is exchanged by conscious people who are
capable of collective struggle. The structure of wages is dependent on forces which
affect the price of no other commodity. If a company buys a ton of lead and a
decision is taken to manufacture bullets rather than a church roof, the lead will not
refuse to take part in the change of plan. The sellers of labour power are conscious
and the relative price for which they can sell their labour power largely determines
their attitude to those who buy it.
Capitalists in general
The executive of the modem state is but a committee for managing the common
affairs of the whole bourgeoisie Marx/Engels The Communist Manifesto
Above all else, the value for which a worker can sell their labour power is
dependant upon their education. These days, if you leave school at 15 and have no
qualifications you cannot sell your labour power at all ... but if you could it would
be as simple labour and you could only sell it for the lowest wage, perhaps £80 a
week. If you have been to Eton and graduated with a first class degree from
Oxford University you can sell your labour power for £600 a week (rising
quickly).
In The Long Revolution' Raymond Williams traces the history of the British
education system. Initially developed by the church in medieval England,
responsibility for the system shifted to the state with the development of industrial
capitalism. On the one hand, rapid technical, industrial and financial development
required a more numerate and literate workforce with an increasing number of
specialised skills. On the other, in order to preserve the orderly reproduction of
civil society, the Sons of each social class had to find their way, via the education
system, to replace their fathers in the structure. A further, subsidiary intention,
was to provide an opportunity for particularly able, ambitious and competitive
children of the lower orders to 'better' themselves.
Williams describes how The Taunton Commission of 1867 envisaged three
grades of secondary school: those for the upper and upper-middle classes, keeping
their boys till 18 and giving a 'liberal education' in preparation for the universities
and the old professions; those for the middle classes, keeping their boys till 16 and
preparing them for the Army, the newer professions and many departments of the
Civil Service; and those for the lower middle classes, keeping their boys until 14,
and fitting them for living as 'small tenant farmers, small tradesmen, and superior
artisans' (p159).
This provision was intended to cover 10% of children. The sons of the working
class would make do with scant primary education. The education of girls was not
considered. -

The Taunton commission concluded It is obvious that these distinctions
correspond roughly, but by no means exactly, to the graduations of society'.
Here we have the state providing the institution by which wage differentials were,
in part, established. The state acts to further the common interests of all capitalists.
It offers training so that sufficient skilled labour will be available for the production
of commodities in a technically sophisticated economy with a high division of
labour. Individual capitals, pressed by competition cannot be relied upon to
provide the general education of children who may well end up working for a
competitor. The state must also train up sufficent staff to operate its various
functions from lawyers to administer the process of law (property relations) to
teachers, probation officers and the like. The state also attempts to ensure social
stability. Sufficient numbers of wage labourers must be induced to regard the
interests of the capitalist class as their own. In short, they must be bought off, both
to act as the supervisors of their workmates and to create a social stabiliser, a
bulwark to protect the capitalist class against the exploited working class.
Parliamentary democracy provides a tool with which the ruling class can monitor
the attitudes of the middle classes. The tax system and the extensive public sector
is manipulated to ensure that whatever the desperation of the elements at the bottom
of society, whatever the militancy of sectors of the lower paid wage labour,
sufficient elements of the middle class are rewarded well enough to oppose any
revolutionary challenge to the fundamentals of the capitalist system.
The education system is characterised by individualised intellectual competition
through examination. The teachers are of the middle classes - successful products
of the system. Since the majority of children must fail the exams - only the
minority can get the better jobs - for the majority of children intellectual pursuits
are associated with failure. School teaches most children that they are not
intelligent enough to succeed. The individualised competition in schools, alien to
the culture of solidarity and co-operation that is strong amongst the poorer working
classes further alienates children of those backgrounds from intellectual activity.
The few brightest ones get through, only to join the ranks of the middle classes
and become alienated from the working class in their turn. This is not a victory for
the working class - it is a victory for the ruling class. The stability of the system
has always depended upon its ability to buy off or at least neutralise the most able
of the oppressed. This is a key feature of the education system and has been a
theme of the bourgeois since the beginning of capitalism - the most able should
have a chance to succeed (provided they pose no threat to the system).
Intellectualism
I do not advocate anti-intellectualism (although it sometimes has its appeal). But it
is important to examine the roots of anti-intellectualism. If we believe that
revolutionary ideas are powerful it must be significant to us that the mass of the
working class do not take part in intellectual activity. We must ask why this is the
case. I do not believe it is because they are stupid, (or simple minded as
Hobsbawn delicately puts it), either genetically or culturally, although I believe that
this view is more widely held than is publicly acknowledged. But I do believe that
the divisions between the working and the middle classes, rooted in the relative
prices of different forms of labour power and developed by the education system
are of key importance in maintaining the social stability of capitalist societies.
Marc's analysis of the commodity 'labour power' and his account of how its value
is formed does not throw sufficient light on these matters. A glib analogy with

other commodities is not enough. Labour power is a commodity, but unique forces
determine its price.
Since the second world war the principal source of Marxist theory has been
professional intellectuals in universities. To accuse these people of living in ivory
towers is crude and simplistic (although the image is interesting - the luxury
material formed into the isolating building). Marxist academics have not been over
interested in examining why they are paid so much more than their less fortunate
fellow wage labourers. The other wage labourers that toil in the universities, the
cooks, cleaners and technicians, speculate often enough on this difficult subject.
Left wing parties usually adopt one of two attitudes to wage differentials and the
divisions within the class of wage labourers that they produce. Either all divisions
between the working class and middle class are ignored in the interest of class
unity and everybody from the destitute to the architects and lawyers are regarded as
'working class, or the middle classes are condemned as irrelevant and a narrowly
defined blue collar proletariat is held up as the only revolutionary hope. A franker
discussion of the source of the wage differentials that lead to these divisions may
help us move away from these two inadequate descriptions. The middle classes
cannot be described as irrelevant, the system owes its stability to their existence,
but nor can the deep divisions between the middle classes and the working classes
be comfortably ignored.
Clearly there are other major dimensions to the question of the value of labour
power. One is the dimension of gender, the question of unpaid domestic labour
and of male control of the labour market. Another is the unequal relation between
advanced industrial economies and the rest of the world and the degree to which
this unequal relationship is used to buy-off at least an element of wage labour in
the dominant countries. Another yet is the impact on wage structures of the
unprecedented global economic integration and the pressure this has brought to
bear on the sellers of low value labour power in the industrialised economies.
These questions are beyond the scope of this article (and probably this writer) but
they do suggest that the question of the value of labour power its nature as a
commodity is both complex and crucial.

